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1.  Cosmological(?) Fast Radio Bursts	
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Fig. 1. The frequency-integrated flux densities for the four FRBs. The time resolutions 
match the level of dispersive smearing in the central frequency channel (0.8, 0.6, 0.9, and 
0.5 milliseconds, respectively). 
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Fast Radio Bursts	
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Fig. 2. A dynamic spectrum showing the frequency-dependent delay of FRB 110220. 
Time is measured relative to the time of arrival in the highest frequency channel. For clarity 
we have integrated 30 time samples, corresponding to the dispersion smearing in the lowest 
frequency channel. (Inset) The top, middle, and bottom 25-MHz-wide dedispersed sub-
band used in the pulse-fitting analysis (2); the peaks of the pulses are aligned to time = 0.  
The data are shown as solid grey lines and the best-fit profiles by dashed black lines. 
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Radio Dispersion	
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Galactic Dispersion	 

 

 

Fig. S2. 
Measured DM for FRBs and known pulsars is plotted against the magnitude of Galactic 
latitude.  The FRBs from this paper are shown as blue triangles, FRB 010621 and 010724 
are shown as black squares, pulsars are indicated by red '+' symbols.  The FRBs exhibit 
significantly higher dispersion than pulsars at similar separations from the Galactic plane.  
The pulsars with an apparent dispersion excess located at 30° < |b| < 45° are in the 
Magellanic clouds which provide an additional source of free electrons and dispersion. 
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Intergalactic Dispersion	
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Fig. 1.—DM due to the IGP, DM , is plotted as a function of redshift zIGP
by the solid line. The dispersion of DM due to density fluctuations is shownIGP
by the shaded region; and are also shown bymax max0.5#DM (z) 0.1#DM (z)host host
the dotted lines, where DM is the maximum DM duemax max(z) p DM /(1! z)host host
to the plasma in the host galaxy in eq. (3). The dashed lines are DM for aIGP
sudden reionization at , and the case when the reionizationz p 6 z p 17reion reion
occurred twice at with a full recombination at .z p 6, 20 z p 15reion

from to pc cm (Taylor etmin "3 max 3 "3DM ! 30 pc cm DM ! 10Gal Gal
al. 1993; Nordgren, Cordes, & Terzian 1992).
Intergalactic .—We first estimate DM by assumingDMIGP IGP

that all baryons are fully ionized and homogeneously distrib-
uted, so that the free-electron density evolves as n pe

. Then the observed dispersion delay2 3(3H Q /8pGm )(1! z)0 b p

at an observed frequency n for a source at z is given by pDt
p #z 2 2 "2dzFdt/dzF(1! z)n /2[n(1! z)] 415 (n/1 GHz)∫0 p

s, where p (1 ! !5 "3 "1(DM /10 pc cm ) Fdt/dzF z)H [Q (1IGP 0 m

! and3 1/2z) Q ]L

z
3cH Q (1! z)dz0 bDM p . (2)IGP ! 3 1/28pGm [Q (1! z) ! Q ]p 0 m L

From Figure 1, DMIGP 1 DM at .min z 1 0.03Gal
More than half of all baryons have not been detected at

(Fukugita, Hogan, & Peebles 1998). Most of such miss-z ! 1
ing baryons may reside in a warm-hot IGP, which is difficult
to observe because of its high temperature (105–107 K) and
low density (with a moderate overdensity of 10–40; Cen &
Ostriker 1999; Davé et al. 2001). If so, an appreciable fraction
of DM ("500 pc cm ) comes from the missing baryons at"3

IGP
(see Fig. 1). Thus, observations of DM could be0 " z ! 1 IGP

a direct detection of the missing baryons.
in host galaxy.—A host galaxy has been found inDMhost

most GRBs (Bloom, Kulkarni, & Djorgovski 2002). If the host
galaxies are similar to ours, they have . At highDM ! DMhost Gal
z, the maximum and minimum DM may evolve ashost
!DM and ! #max 12 3 min 12 1/3(M/10 M )(1! z) DM (M/10 M )Gal , Gal ,

, respectively, for a host galaxy with the halo mass M2(1! z)
based on the hierarchical galaxy formation (Ciardi & Loeb
2000). Even at low z, DM may be high if GRBs arise fromhost
the star-forming regions, as expected in GRBs resulting from
massive stellar collapses. The hydrogen column density is as
high as 1022–1023 cm in giant molecular clouds (Galama &"2

Wijers 2001), and the prompt and afterglow emission with
energy (ergs) can ionize the ambient density (cm )"3E nion host
out to a distance of pc (Perna & Loeb 1998),"1/3 1/3d ! 160n Ehost ion, 52
where the convention is used. Thus, all the ambientxQ p 10 Qx

hydrogen may be ionized depending on its density. In this case,
–105 pc cm"3, which may be time-dependent3DM ! 10host

(Perna & Loeb 1998). A high DM is also expected in the
“supranova” model (Vietri & Stella 1998), in which a super-
nova (SN) occurs weeks before the GRB. A SN remnant shell
with mass M (g) and velocity (cm s ) reaches"1v R !

cm in t (s), which provides16 210 v t DM ! M/4pR m !7 host p9
."25 "2 "31.5# 10 v t M pc cm7 339

Anyway, the maximum DM allowed by the present obser-host
vations is about the inverse of the Thomson cross section ,jT

max "1 5 "3DM ! j ! 4.87# 10 pc cm , (3)host T

for GRBs and afterglows to be observed without scattering.
Correspondingly, s from equation"2Dt ! 2022(n /1 GHz)host host
(1). At high z, the observed dispersion delay and frequency are

and , respectively. Thus, itDt p (1! z)Dt n p n /(1! z)host host
is convenient to use to compareDM (z) p DM /(1! z)host host
it with DMGal and DM . From Figure 1, DM declines(z)IGP host
with increasing z while DM grows. Therefore, GRBs at highIGP
(low) z are suitable for measuring DM (DM ).IGP host

3. DM FROM DISPERSED AFTERGLOWS

We now study the effects of the DM on the afterglow emis-
sion. For illustrative purposes, we fix the DM by demanding

the observed dispersion delay of s in3 "2Dt p 10 (n/1 GHz)
this section. We consider the most simple but standard after-
glow model (Sari, Piran, & Narayan 1998), which reproduces
the observations very well.
The afterglow spectrum for the forward shock is well ap-

proximated by four power-law segments with breaks at the cool-
ing frequency , the typical frequency , and the self-absorptionn nc m

frequency . In the fast cooling case, , the spectrumn (n !)n ! na a c m

is , , , from low to high frequencies and has2 1/3 "1/2 "p/2F # n n n nn

a maximum flux at . In the slow cooling, ! !F n p n (n )nn, max c a m

, it is , , , and peaks at .2 1/3 "(p"1)/2 "p/2n F # n n n n n p nc n m

Assuming an adiabatic shock, we have the observed break fre-
quencies and maximum flux as

13 "3/2 "1/2 "1 "1/2 "1/2n p 2.5# 10 e E n t (1! z) Hz,c B 52 3

18 1/2 2 2 1/2 "3/2 1/2n p 4.2# 10 e e g E t (1! z) Hz,m B e 52 3

5 1/2 1/2 "2F p 1.1# 10 e E n D (1! z) mJy,n, max B 52 28

where E (ergs) is the isotropic equivalent shock energy, n
(cm ) is the constant surrounding density, ( ) is the electron"3 e ee B

(magnetic) energy fraction, t (s) is the observer time, D (cm) is
the luminosity distance, and . At , syn-g p (p" 2)/(p" 1) n ! na
chrotron self-absorption limits the flux below the blackbody
emission with the electron temperature (e.g., Sari & Piran 1999;
Kobayashi & Sari 2000). This is given by

2 2F p 2pn gg m (R /D) (1! z),n, BB e e $

where n is the observed frequency, g is the Lorentz factor of
the shocked fluid, is the observed size of the after-R p 4gct$
glow, and is the typical Lorentz factor of the electrons emittingge
at n. A reverse shock is also formed, but its temperature is lower

Ioka 03; Inoue 04	
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Lower limits on the distances	
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No direct feature from the ionized region	

	


　⇒ constraints on the size (L) and the distance (d)	

The sources are	

 extragalactic, 	

          or	

The dispersions   	

    are intrinsic.	

     c.f. “Perytons”	

10 Kulkarni et al.

FIG. 7.— Parameter space of the size of the nebula (L in pc) and the distance to the nebula (d in kpc) based on the DMs of pulsars in the
vicinity of the Sparker (Equation 14), the lack of radio free-free absorption of the burst itself (Equation 13), the surface brightness limit from
SHASS (Equation 17), and the point source limit obtained from SHASS (Equation 22). The dashed line marks the lower edge of the phase space
excluded by the lack of suitably powerful ionizing source (§25). The constraint on the mass of the interstellar halo leads to the top rectangle
(marked as Equation 26). The circle [d = dmin(Ha) ⇠ 27kpc] and square [d = 303kpc] mark the minimum allowed distance based on the
absence of Ha and Lyman continuum (GALEX) data. The SHASS constraint is limited to a distance of several Mpc due to the small width of
the SHASS Ha filter (±8Å). For this reason the plot cuts off at 5 Mpc.

The discussion thus far in this section is based on the as-
sumption of a homogeneous intervening nebula. We now con-
sider the implications of a porous nebula. Specifically, we as-
sume that the nebula is composed of N ionized clumps of size
l. For mathematical simplicity, we assume that both the neb-
ula and the clumps are cubes. We define the volume filling
factor as fV = Nl3/L3. Let nc = N/L3 be the number density
of clumps. Since the cross-section of the clumps is l2, on av-
erage we encounter ncl2L clumps along a given line-of-sight.
The average dispersion measure is then

DM = ncl2L⇥nel = fV neL, (27)
and the average emission measure is

EM = ncl2L⇥n2
e l = fV n2

eL, (28)
where ne is the electron number density in the clumps. There-
fore,

DM2

EM
= fV L. (29)

That is, the size of the nebula inferred from the DM and EM
is the filling factor times the physical size of the region.

In the previous section, a unity volume filling factor is as-
sumed (i.e., no clumps). All constraints related to the nebula
size inferred from the DM and EM are affected if the filling
factor is not unity, with some strengthened and some weak-
ened. Mathematically, the effect is to replace L in the relevant
constraint equations with fV L.

Apparently, the constraint from the spatial range of the neb-
ula limited by the DM of pulsars (Equation 14) is not af-
fected. The constraint from free-free absorption (Equation 13)
becomes fV L > Lff and the corresponding line in Figure 7
moves up by a factor of 1/fV . Similarly, L in Equation 17 is
also replaced by fV L and the corresponding line in Figure 7
moves up. Constraints from Equations 14 and 17 are thus
strengthened by requiring a larger size of the nebula region
and shrinking the allowed region (that above the line) in the
parameter space. Replacing L by fV L in Equations 22 and the

9	
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If cosmological … 	
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Event rate	

•  Observing 4078 deg2 (0.098 sky) for 270 s	

     ⇒ RFRB(F ~ 3 Jy ms) ~ 104 sky-1 day-1	


•  Lorimer burst (FRB 010724)	

　  ⇒ R(F ~ 150 Jy ms) = 225 sky-1 day-1 	

           consistent with N ∝ F-3/2	


•   RFRB ~ 10-3 yr-1 gal-1 	

      c.f. RCCSN ~ 10-2 yr-1 gal-1	


           RNS-NS ~ RGRB ~ 10-5 yr-1 gal-1	
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Brightness Temperature	
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Figure 7. Phase space of variable and transient radio sources (Cordes et al. 2004). The squares and triangles indicate Galactic and extragalactic sources, respectively.
The vertical axis indicates luminosity SD2 for flux density S and distance D. The horizontal axis indicates the product of emission frequency ! and variability timescale
" . The sloping lines are drawn by Equation (20), SD2 = 2#kBT (!" )2, for different brightness temperatures T, where the thick solid line shows the inverse Compton
limit of T = 1012 K. Radio transients with a duration time of minutes to days at 1.4 GHz lie in the shaded area. Especially, WJN J1443+3439 lies in the densely
shaded area because the variability timescale ranges from 24 to 72 hr at 1.42 GHz (Niinuma et al. 2007a).

throughout a Euclidean universe. The relation is approximately
satisfied by known steady sources, but its relevance to transient
sources is uncertain. In the present study, the surface density
is restricted to the 1 Jy zone, suggesting that the relation
!(> S) ! S"3/2 also holds for transients over a wide flux
zone (submillijansky to jansky levels). If this suggestion is
affirmed, the sky surface and flux densities of long-duration
radio transients (based on the “Bow07 single” result) are related
by

!(> S) < 0.15 #
!

S

mJy

""3/2

deg"2. (18)

On the other hand, the most conservative relation, based on the
upper limit of the “Gal06” error bar (2.3#10"3 deg"2 at 6 mJy),
is

!(> S) < 0.034 #
!

S

mJy

""3/2

deg"2. (19)

Equation (18) yields an upper detection limit of 0.5 transients
for the Nasu sky survey over an area of 5 # 105 deg2 and a
flux threshold of 3 Jy. The upper detection limit yielded by
Equation (19) is 0.1 transients. These comparisons suggest
that all of the WJN transients might be rejected. However,
according to Frail et al. (2012), “Bow07 single” admits a
single detection. Assuming one detection for “Bow07 single,”
the upper detection limit becomes 0.8 transients at the 95%
confidence level and 1 transient at the 99% confidence level.
Therefore, while it is premature to invalidate the single detection
of WJN J1443+3439, multiple detection results appear to be
implausible. We now argue the detection validity from other
viewpoints by comparing WJN J1443+3439 with other known
transients and considering its conceivable origin.

5.3. Comparison with Other Known Transients

Figure 7 plots several known radio transients in phase space
(Cordes et al. 2004). In the Rayleigh–Jeans approximation, the
luminosity and variability timescales of a source are related by

SD2 = 2#kBT (!" )2, (20)

where S is the observed flux density, D is the distance between
observer and source, T is the intrinsic brightness temperature, !
is the emission frequency, " is the intrinsic variability timescale,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. This relation is derived in
Appendix B. The variable or transient radio sources shown in
Figure 7 are described below.

As mentioned in Section 1, radio transients are classified in
terms of their duration (longer or shorter than a few seconds) and
their location (Galactic or extragalactic). An example of a short
and Galactic radio transient is a class of nanosecond giant pulses
emitted from the Crab pulsar (Hankins et al. 2003; Hankins &
Eilek 2007). The pulses are less than 0.4 ns wide and their flux
density exceeds 2 MJy at 9.25 GHz, implying an extremely
small emitting source with a 12 cm size and an extremely high
brightness temperature of 1041 K. This phenomenon is labeled
as “Crab Nanoshots.” Another example is the class of rotating ra-
dio transients (RRATs) discovered by McLaughlin et al. (2006),
which are thought to originate from unknown types of pulsars. In
the same survey, Lorimer et al. (2007) discovered a short and ex-
tragalactic radio burst of 5 ms duration and 30 Jy flux density at
1.4 GHz (the so-called “Lorimer burst,” labeled “FRB 010724”).
This has not been previously reported; however, a second ex-
ample was reported by Keane et al. (2011) and is labeled “FRB
010621.” Subsequently, Thornton et al. (2013) discovered four
fast radio bursts (FRBs) similar to the Lorimer bursts, which

9
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Cosmological FRBs	

•  DM = 500-1000 cm-3 pc          z = 0.5-1, dL ~ 2-6 Gpc	

•  Δt < 5 ms           cΔt < 1500 (1+z)-1 km	


•  Sν~ Jy           Eiso ~ 1038-40 erg	


•  ~104 day-1sky-1           ~ 10-3 yr-1gal-1 ~ 0.1×RCCSN	


•  Coherent emission	

•  No repeated burst so far	


•  No counterpart so far	
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2.  Possible Origins	



Possible Origins 	
•  Galactic	

– Rotating radio transients	

–  Flaring stars	


•  Extragalactic	

– Giant pulse from young pulsars	

– Magnetar giant flares	

–  Supernovae into nearby stars	

– Core-collapses of hypermassive NSs	

–  Binary NS mergers	

–  Binary WD mergers	

–  Evaporations of BHs	

–  Superconducting cosmic strings	


14/10/29	 Einstein symposium@Harverd 	
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Binary White Dwarf Mergers?	
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Fig. 1.— Schematic picture of binary white dwarf merger model
for fast radio bursts.

magnetized massive WD. The delayed accretion from
the surroundings may induce a collapse into a NS
or a magnetar, which may trigger a short gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs; Levan et al. 2006; Metzger et al.
2008). Even if the above explosive phenomena do
not occur, the remnant WDs, so-called WD pul-
sars (e.g., Terada et al. 2008), can be significant
sources of GeV-TeV electron-positron cosmic rays
during the spin-down period (Kashiyama et al. 2011),
which may explain the electron-positron excesses
observed by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2009), AMS-
02 (Aguilar et al. 2013), Fermi (Ackermann et al.
2010), HESS (Aharonian et al. 2008), and
MAGIC (Borla Tridon 2011). Finally, gravita-
tional waves from binary WDs in the in-spiral and
merger phase should be detectable by LISA and DE-
CIGO (Nelemans et al. 2001; Farmer & Phinney 2003).
Hence, binary WD mergers may be one of the most
interesting targets in the coming era of multi-messenger
astronomy , e.g., with specially designed facilities such
as AMON (Smith et al. 2013). In the following, we show
that they are also plausible candidates for cosmological
FRBs.
First, we show that a binary WD merger can pro-

vide the right energy budget for a FRB. We consider a
rapidly rotating massive WD formed just after a WD-
WD merger. The rotation velocity can be as high
as the mass-shedding limit, v ! (GM/r)1/2 " 5.7 #

108 r8.7!1/2 cm s!1, and the angular frequency can be es-
timated as ! ! v/r " 1.1 r8.7!3/2 s!1 (hereafter we use
Qx = Q/10x in cgs units). In numerical simulations, the
rotation velocities of the merged WDs are a factor of 3-4
smaller than the above value (e.g., Lorén-Aguilar et al.
2009). We set the nominal mass of the merged WD as
M " 1.2M", using the average value " 0.6M" for the
observed WDs (Falcon et al. 2010). Also, as the typi-
cal radius, we use r = 108.7 cm, which corresponds to
a cold WD with a mass of " M". Given the possi-
ble emission mechanism (see below), the kinetic energy
is transferred first into magnetic fields and into electron
acceleration, and finally into electromagnetic radiation.
If the merged object rotates di"erentially, the magnetic

field may be amplified by magnetorotational instabilities
or dynamo processes (e.g., Shibata et al. 2011; Ji et al.
2013). Indeed, numerical simulations show that the mag-
netic fields are amplified up to B " 107-9 G after the
merger (Külebi et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2013). Hereafter,
we take B " 109 G as a fiducial surface magnetic-field
strength. The total magnetic-field energy outside the
WD can then be estimated as

EB ! (B2/8!)#(4!r3/3) " 2.1#1043 B9
2r8.7

3 erg. (1)

Thus, a fraction " 5 # 10!3 fB9
2r8.73 of the en-

ergy is enough for the total emitted energy in typical
FRBs, where the pre-factor f is the beaming of the ra-
dio emission. Note that the magnetic fields could be
amplified further, up to a maximum value at which
the local gravitational binding can support them, i.e.,
(B2

max/8!)# (4!r3/3) ! GM2/r " 7.7# 1050 erg. Thus,
the possible transient maximum magnetic-field strength
is Bmax " 6.1# 1012 G, which is comparable to the sur-
face field of ordinary NS pulsars.
Next, we show how the observed duration of the FRBs

can be reproduced in our scenario. The inferred sizes of
the emission regions,

c"t(1 + z)!1 ! 1.5# 108 (1 + z)!1 cm, (2)

are relatively small compared with our fiducial WD ra-
dius, r " 108.7 cm. Thus, the emission has to origi-
nate from a portion of the merged WD. Interestingly,
the transverse size of the polar-cap region, rcap !

r(r!/c)1/2 " 6.9 # 107 r8.73/2!0
1/2 cm for a break-up

angular frequency !0 " 1 s!1, is in a reasonable range,
and the resultant light crossing time,

rcap/c " 2.3 r8.7
3/2!0

1/2 ms, (3)

is shorter than the observed (dispersed) duration. The
region above the polar-cap is also a plausible site
for production of coherent radio emission, as we ar-
gue below. An electric-field potential as large as
that of ordinary NS pulsars can be produced via the
unipolar induction mechanism (Goldreich & Julian 1969;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975);

#max ! B!2r3/2c2 " 2.5# 1016 B9!0
2r8.7

3 Volt, (4)

and pair-production avalanches can be triggered in the
strong magnetic field (Kashiyama et al. 2011).
We note that the spin-down luminosity of the mag-

netized WD, LWD " 1.7 # 1038 B9
2r8.76!0

4ergs!1, is
significantly smaller than the FRB isotropic luminosity
LFRB " 1043-44 erg s!1. 4. Thus, our scenario requires
that the magnetic field energy is transiently released in
the polar-cap region via processes such as reconnection.
Such processes are in fact generally present in strongly
magnetized astrophysical objects (Thompson & Duncan
1995). For example, soft gamma-ray repeater or mag-
netar flares would be rapid transient magnetic dissipa-
tion events (as in our case, the spin-down luminosity of
magnetars is also much smaller than the luminosity of
such flares). Also, solar flares are explained by tran-
sient magnetic dissipation events in localized regions on

4 In the case of newborn NSs, the spin-down luminosity can
be consistent with the FRB luminosity (Falcke & Rezzolla 2013;
Totani 2013).

KK,Ioka,Meszaros,13	©NASA	
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Energetics 	
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(a) log ⇢ (b) log T

(c) Magnetic Field (d) log �

Fig. 1.— Four frames in the r-z plane consisting of a) log ⇢, b) log T , c) magnetic field, with lines of poloidal magnetic field in the r-z
plane superposed against a color raster plot of the toroidal field B�, and d) the ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure � value. All four
frames are taken at the midpoint of the model S-bh simulation at t = 104 s.

bh, respectively. Additionally, we also vary our initial
magnetic field strength, increasing it in both models S-
bm and S-bl, which have initial � values of 1000 and
500, respectively. Because �c depends on the initial field
strength, these model variations also vary the e↵ective
resolution (see table 1, column f).
Our standard model S-bh has been advanced to 2 ⇥

104 s, while other models run for varying durations. Our
standard model duration is equivalent to 390 inner rota-
tional periods, and several viscous accretion timescales.
We output the state of the system in 10 s intervals. This

extensive time series is su�ciently long to permit accu-
rate time-averages over turbulent quantities. We exper-
imented with both relaxed and “cold-start” initial con-
ditions. In general, due to small di↵erences in numerical
schemes, the initial conditions mapped from SPH lead
to a mapped initial condition on the Eulerian mesh with
small spurious radial oscillations in the disk and merger
(Zingale et al. 2002). In the relaxed cases, a damping
term in the momentum equation drove the system to a
hydrodynamic equilibrium state, eliminating the radial
oscillations over a few dynamical times, prior to the in-
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Fig. 1.— Schematic picture of binary white dwarf merger model
for fast radio bursts.

magnetized massive WD. The delayed accretion from
the surroundings may induce a collapse into a NS
or a magnetar, which may trigger a short gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs; Levan et al. 2006; Metzger et al.
2008). Even if the above explosive phenomena do
not occur, the remnant WDs, so-called WD pul-
sars (e.g., Terada et al. 2008), can be significant
sources of GeV-TeV electron-positron cosmic rays
during the spin-down period (Kashiyama et al. 2011),
which may explain the electron-positron excesses
observed by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2009), AMS-
02 (Aguilar et al. 2013), Fermi (Ackermann et al.
2010), HESS (Aharonian et al. 2008), and
MAGIC (Borla Tridon 2011). Finally, gravita-
tional waves from binary WDs in the in-spiral and
merger phase should be detectable by LISA and DE-
CIGO (Nelemans et al. 2001; Farmer & Phinney 2003).
Hence, binary WD mergers may be one of the most
interesting targets in the coming era of multi-messenger
astronomy , e.g., with specially designed facilities such
as AMON (Smith et al. 2013). In the following, we show
that they are also plausible candidates for cosmological
FRBs.
First, we show that a binary WD merger can pro-

vide the right energy budget for a FRB. We consider a
rapidly rotating massive WD formed just after a WD-
WD merger. The rotation velocity can be as high
as the mass-shedding limit, v ! (GM/r)1/2 " 5.7 #

108 r8.7!1/2 cm s!1, and the angular frequency can be es-
timated as ! ! v/r " 1.1 r8.7!3/2 s!1 (hereafter we use
Qx = Q/10x in cgs units). In numerical simulations, the
rotation velocities of the merged WDs are a factor of 3-4
smaller than the above value (e.g., Lorén-Aguilar et al.
2009). We set the nominal mass of the merged WD as
M " 1.2M", using the average value " 0.6M" for the
observed WDs (Falcon et al. 2010). Also, as the typi-
cal radius, we use r = 108.7 cm, which corresponds to
a cold WD with a mass of " M". Given the possi-
ble emission mechanism (see below), the kinetic energy
is transferred first into magnetic fields and into electron
acceleration, and finally into electromagnetic radiation.
If the merged object rotates di"erentially, the magnetic

field may be amplified by magnetorotational instabilities
or dynamo processes (e.g., Shibata et al. 2011; Ji et al.
2013). Indeed, numerical simulations show that the mag-
netic fields are amplified up to B " 107-9 G after the
merger (Külebi et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2013). Hereafter,
we take B " 109 G as a fiducial surface magnetic-field
strength. The total magnetic-field energy outside the
WD can then be estimated as

EB ! (B2/8!)#(4!r3/3) " 2.1#1043 B9
2r8.7

3 erg. (1)

Thus, a fraction " 5 # 10!3 fB9
2r8.73 of the en-

ergy is enough for the total emitted energy in typical
FRBs, where the pre-factor f is the beaming of the ra-
dio emission. Note that the magnetic fields could be
amplified further, up to a maximum value at which
the local gravitational binding can support them, i.e.,
(B2

max/8!)# (4!r3/3) ! GM2/r " 7.7# 1050 erg. Thus,
the possible transient maximum magnetic-field strength
is Bmax " 6.1# 1012 G, which is comparable to the sur-
face field of ordinary NS pulsars.
Next, we show how the observed duration of the FRBs

can be reproduced in our scenario. The inferred sizes of
the emission regions,

c"t(1 + z)!1 ! 1.5# 108 (1 + z)!1 cm, (2)

are relatively small compared with our fiducial WD ra-
dius, r " 108.7 cm. Thus, the emission has to origi-
nate from a portion of the merged WD. Interestingly,
the transverse size of the polar-cap region, rcap !

r(r!/c)1/2 " 6.9 # 107 r8.73/2!0
1/2 cm for a break-up

angular frequency !0 " 1 s!1, is in a reasonable range,
and the resultant light crossing time,

rcap/c " 2.3 r8.7
3/2!0

1/2 ms, (3)

is shorter than the observed (dispersed) duration. The
region above the polar-cap is also a plausible site
for production of coherent radio emission, as we ar-
gue below. An electric-field potential as large as
that of ordinary NS pulsars can be produced via the
unipolar induction mechanism (Goldreich & Julian 1969;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975);

#max ! B!2r3/2c2 " 2.5# 1016 B9!0
2r8.7

3 Volt, (4)

and pair-production avalanches can be triggered in the
strong magnetic field (Kashiyama et al. 2011).
We note that the spin-down luminosity of the mag-

netized WD, LWD " 1.7 # 1038 B9
2r8.76!0

4ergs!1, is
significantly smaller than the FRB isotropic luminosity
LFRB " 1043-44 erg s!1. 4. Thus, our scenario requires
that the magnetic field energy is transiently released in
the polar-cap region via processes such as reconnection.
Such processes are in fact generally present in strongly
magnetized astrophysical objects (Thompson & Duncan
1995). For example, soft gamma-ray repeater or mag-
netar flares would be rapid transient magnetic dissipa-
tion events (as in our case, the spin-down luminosity of
magnetars is also much smaller than the luminosity of
such flares). Also, solar flares are explained by tran-
sient magnetic dissipation events in localized regions on

4 In the case of newborn NSs, the spin-down luminosity can
be consistent with the FRB luminosity (Falcke & Rezzolla 2013;
Totani 2013).
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Table 1
Local WD Merger Rates and 95% Confidence Limits

! fbin Total Rate Super-Chandrasekhar Rate
(10!13 mergers yr!1 M!1

" ) (10!13 mergers yr!1 M!1
" )

Entire range 0.014–0.32 1.4 (0.16, 7.2) 0.1 (0.016, 0.4)
1.0 0.11–0.24 0.3 (0.065, 0.5) 0.03 (0.017, 0.045)
0.0 0.046–0.22 1.0 (0.46, 2.2) 0.08 (0.03, 0.16)

!1.0 0.021–0.11 3.0 (1.0, 6.0) 0.16 (0.05, 0.3)

marked. Lower binary fractions require more negative values of
! to reproduce the observations, and vice versa. This is because
the tail of WDs at high !RVmax (i.e., short-period binaries) can
result either from WD populations where many binaries are
formed at all separations (high fbin, more positive !), or few
binaries are formed but with preferentially small separations
(low fbin, more negative !). Some population models can be
ruled out using simple arguments. We can require, for instance,
that <100% of WDs have a companion with P < 12 days
(the circularization limit), which would be in conflict with
main-sequence binary surveys (e.g., Raghavan et al. 2010). We
can also require that WDs do not merge faster than they are
formed because we do observe pre-merger systems. These two
conditions rule out the striped regions in the fbin, ! plane marked
in Figure 3.

Every simulated system has a known merger time, and
therefore it is straightforward to obtain the merger rate for each
simulated binary population, whether in total, or for specific
cases, such as super-Chandrasekhar systems. The merger rate
per WD in the sample can be converted to a merger rate per unit
stellar mass in the solar neighborhood using measured estimates
of the local WD number density (Sion et al. 2009) and stellar
mass density (McMillan 2011). Curves of constant WD merger
rate per unit stellar mass are shown in Figure 3. As explained in
Paper I, the curves appear as straight lines in !– log(fbin) space.
The slope of the solid lines (all mergers) is 1/ log(amax/a0) #
1.5, where amax = 0.05 AU, and a0 # 0.011 AU is the initial
separation of a typical WD binary that merges in 10 Gyr (our
assumed age of the Galaxy; see Paper I). Offsets in ! between
merger rates separated by a decade are also 1.5. Despite the
broad range of allowed ! and fbin values, the SDSS data
put stronger constraints on the specific WD merger rate. The
likelihood-weighted merger rate is 1.4 $ 10!13 yr!1 M!1

" for
all systems, and 1.0$10!14 yr!1 M!1

" for super-Chandrasekhar
systems. Table 1 gives 95% confidence levels on these rates, and
allowed ranges of fbin for specific values of !.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Li et al. (2011) have recently measured the SN Ia rate in
galaxies of various Hubble types. For Sbc spirals with the stellar
mass of the Milky Way ((6.4 ± 0.6) $ 1010 M"; McMillan
2011), the specific SN Ia rate is 1.1 $ 10!13 SNe yr!1 M!1

" .
This number is remarkably close to our measured specific WD
merger rate, but an order of magnitude higher than the super-
Chandrasekhar merger rate.

The implication is that there are not enough super-
Chandrasekhar DD systems in our local region of the Milky
Way to reproduce the measured SN Ia rate through the clas-
sic DD channel. Several authors have already pointed out the
apparent dearth of super-Chandrasekhar SN Ia progenitors us-
ing qualitative arguments (e.g., Isern et al. 1997; Maoz 2008;
Ruiter et al. 2009). Our analysis shows this from a quantitative

measurement of pre-merger WD binaries. However, we find a
remarkable agreement between the total WD merger rate and
the SN Ia rate. For our assumed primary and secondary mass
distributions, %90% of the mergers are sub-Chandrasekhar, but
the total masses are often relatively high—10%–30% of the
mergers are >1.2 M", and 25%–50% are >1.1 M". Interest-
ingly, recent theoretical work has explored the possibility of
sub-Chandrasekhar CO/CO WD mergers leading to SNe Ia
(van Kerkwijk et al. 2010, see also Guillochon et al. 2010;
Pakmor et al. 2011). Apart from the consistency between SN Ia
rates and the total WD merger rates, sub-Chandrasekhar explo-
sions may have the advantage of producing the correct chemi-
cal stratification (Sim et al. 2010), without resorting to the ad
hoc delayed detonation mechanism (Khokhlov 1991) needed by
Chandrasekhar models. The measured WD merger rate is also
important for estimating “foregrounds” for gravitational wave
detectors (Nelemans 2009).

Unavoidably, our conclusions depend to some degree on the
assumptions made in the analysis. First, all WD samples are flux
limited, which could lead to selection effects and unrepresenta-
tive values of fbin, !, or the WD mass distribution. For example,
a DD population with a high super-Chandrasekhar merger rate
may exist, but remain unobserved. Even so, the DD population
we observe, with its high merger rate, does exist, regardless of
flux limits. Second, we have modeled the initial WD separa-
tion distribution with a power law that is independent of mass.
The true post-common-envelope distribution could have some
preferred scale correlated with the component masses, which
would affect the parameters and merger rates deduced from the
!RVmax distribution. We have chosen primary masses based
on the distribution observed by Kepler et al. (2007) for SDSS
WDs, which are mostly single, and we have drawn secondary
masses from a flat mass–ratio distribution. These distributions
might be different in DD systems. Different mass distributions
would only affect weakly the binary population parameters and
the total merger rate, but they would have a strong effect on the
super-Chandrasekhar fraction. We might have underestimated
!RVmax for some double-lined WD binaries that are unresolved
at the SDSS spectral resolution, and this would lead to an un-
derestimated merger rate. Conversely, some of the high-!RVmax
systems could conceivably be due to faint M star, rather than
WD, companions. However, an M star of low enough mass to
go undetected in the SDSS photometry, !0.15 M", and with
a period of "1 hr, would only induce a small !RVmax in the
primary WD, e.g., 220 or 270 km s!1, for WDs of 0.6 M"
and 0.4 M", respectively. Such systems therefore cannot domi-
nate the high-!RVmax tail. At the spectral resolution of SDSS,
the combined absorption plus emission line profiles of some
WD+M binaries could mimic a large !RVmax, but this should
not occur identically for several Balmer lines, so these systems
would be removed by our vetting procedure. Finally, we have
assumed that the velocity errors are normally distributed, with
standard deviations quantified by our empirical tests, but there

4

e.g., 	Badenes&Maoz 12	

Radial velocity distribution of ~ 4000 WDs in SDSS	
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Fig. 1.— Schematic picture of binary white dwarf merger model
for fast radio bursts.

magnetized massive WD. The delayed accretion from
the surroundings may induce a collapse into a NS
or a magnetar, which may trigger a short gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs; Levan et al. 2006; Metzger et al.
2008). Even if the above explosive phenomena do
not occur, the remnant WDs, so-called WD pul-
sars (e.g., Terada et al. 2008), can be significant
sources of GeV-TeV electron-positron cosmic rays
during the spin-down period (Kashiyama et al. 2011),
which may explain the electron-positron excesses
observed by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2009), AMS-
02 (Aguilar et al. 2013), Fermi (Ackermann et al.
2010), HESS (Aharonian et al. 2008), and
MAGIC (Borla Tridon 2011). Finally, gravita-
tional waves from binary WDs in the in-spiral and
merger phase should be detectable by LISA and DE-
CIGO (Nelemans et al. 2001; Farmer & Phinney 2003).
Hence, binary WD mergers may be one of the most
interesting targets in the coming era of multi-messenger
astronomy , e.g., with specially designed facilities such
as AMON (Smith et al. 2013). In the following, we show
that they are also plausible candidates for cosmological
FRBs.
First, we show that a binary WD merger can pro-

vide the right energy budget for a FRB. We consider a
rapidly rotating massive WD formed just after a WD-
WD merger. The rotation velocity can be as high
as the mass-shedding limit, v ! (GM/r)1/2 " 5.7 #

108 r8.7!1/2 cm s!1, and the angular frequency can be es-
timated as ! ! v/r " 1.1 r8.7!3/2 s!1 (hereafter we use
Qx = Q/10x in cgs units). In numerical simulations, the
rotation velocities of the merged WDs are a factor of 3-4
smaller than the above value (e.g., Lorén-Aguilar et al.
2009). We set the nominal mass of the merged WD as
M " 1.2M", using the average value " 0.6M" for the
observed WDs (Falcon et al. 2010). Also, as the typi-
cal radius, we use r = 108.7 cm, which corresponds to
a cold WD with a mass of " M". Given the possi-
ble emission mechanism (see below), the kinetic energy
is transferred first into magnetic fields and into electron
acceleration, and finally into electromagnetic radiation.
If the merged object rotates di"erentially, the magnetic

field may be amplified by magnetorotational instabilities
or dynamo processes (e.g., Shibata et al. 2011; Ji et al.
2013). Indeed, numerical simulations show that the mag-
netic fields are amplified up to B " 107-9 G after the
merger (Külebi et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2013). Hereafter,
we take B " 109 G as a fiducial surface magnetic-field
strength. The total magnetic-field energy outside the
WD can then be estimated as

EB ! (B2/8!)#(4!r3/3) " 2.1#1043 B9
2r8.7

3 erg. (1)

Thus, a fraction " 5 # 10!3 fB9
2r8.73 of the en-

ergy is enough for the total emitted energy in typical
FRBs, where the pre-factor f is the beaming of the ra-
dio emission. Note that the magnetic fields could be
amplified further, up to a maximum value at which
the local gravitational binding can support them, i.e.,
(B2

max/8!)# (4!r3/3) ! GM2/r " 7.7# 1050 erg. Thus,
the possible transient maximum magnetic-field strength
is Bmax " 6.1# 1012 G, which is comparable to the sur-
face field of ordinary NS pulsars.
Next, we show how the observed duration of the FRBs

can be reproduced in our scenario. The inferred sizes of
the emission regions,

c"t(1 + z)!1 ! 1.5# 108 (1 + z)!1 cm, (2)

are relatively small compared with our fiducial WD ra-
dius, r " 108.7 cm. Thus, the emission has to origi-
nate from a portion of the merged WD. Interestingly,
the transverse size of the polar-cap region, rcap !

r(r!/c)1/2 " 6.9 # 107 r8.73/2!0
1/2 cm for a break-up

angular frequency !0 " 1 s!1, is in a reasonable range,
and the resultant light crossing time,

rcap/c " 2.3 r8.7
3/2!0

1/2 ms, (3)

is shorter than the observed (dispersed) duration. The
region above the polar-cap is also a plausible site
for production of coherent radio emission, as we ar-
gue below. An electric-field potential as large as
that of ordinary NS pulsars can be produced via the
unipolar induction mechanism (Goldreich & Julian 1969;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975);

#max ! B!2r3/2c2 " 2.5# 1016 B9!0
2r8.7

3 Volt, (4)

and pair-production avalanches can be triggered in the
strong magnetic field (Kashiyama et al. 2011).
We note that the spin-down luminosity of the mag-

netized WD, LWD " 1.7 # 1038 B9
2r8.76!0

4ergs!1, is
significantly smaller than the FRB isotropic luminosity
LFRB " 1043-44 erg s!1. 4. Thus, our scenario requires
that the magnetic field energy is transiently released in
the polar-cap region via processes such as reconnection.
Such processes are in fact generally present in strongly
magnetized astrophysical objects (Thompson & Duncan
1995). For example, soft gamma-ray repeater or mag-
netar flares would be rapid transient magnetic dissipa-
tion events (as in our case, the spin-down luminosity of
magnetars is also much smaller than the luminosity of
such flares). Also, solar flares are explained by tran-
sient magnetic dissipation events in localized regions on

4 In the case of newborn NSs, the spin-down luminosity can
be consistent with the FRB luminosity (Falcke & Rezzolla 2013;
Totani 2013).
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Fig. 1.— Schematic picture of binary white dwarf merger model
for fast radio bursts.

magnetized massive WD. The delayed accretion from
the surroundings may induce a collapse into a NS
or a magnetar, which may trigger a short gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs; Levan et al. 2006; Metzger et al.
2008). Even if the above explosive phenomena do
not occur, the remnant WDs, so-called WD pul-
sars (e.g., Terada et al. 2008), can be significant
sources of GeV-TeV electron-positron cosmic rays
during the spin-down period (Kashiyama et al. 2011),
which may explain the electron-positron excesses
observed by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2009), AMS-
02 (Aguilar et al. 2013), Fermi (Ackermann et al.
2010), HESS (Aharonian et al. 2008), and
MAGIC (Borla Tridon 2011). Finally, gravita-
tional waves from binary WDs in the in-spiral and
merger phase should be detectable by LISA and DE-
CIGO (Nelemans et al. 2001; Farmer & Phinney 2003).
Hence, binary WD mergers may be one of the most
interesting targets in the coming era of multi-messenger
astronomy , e.g., with specially designed facilities such
as AMON (Smith et al. 2013). In the following, we show
that they are also plausible candidates for cosmological
FRBs.
First, we show that a binary WD merger can pro-

vide the right energy budget for a FRB. We consider a
rapidly rotating massive WD formed just after a WD-
WD merger. The rotation velocity can be as high
as the mass-shedding limit, v ! (GM/r)1/2 " 5.7 #

108 r8.7!1/2 cm s!1, and the angular frequency can be es-
timated as ! ! v/r " 1.1 r8.7!3/2 s!1 (hereafter we use
Qx = Q/10x in cgs units). In numerical simulations, the
rotation velocities of the merged WDs are a factor of 3-4
smaller than the above value (e.g., Lorén-Aguilar et al.
2009). We set the nominal mass of the merged WD as
M " 1.2M", using the average value " 0.6M" for the
observed WDs (Falcon et al. 2010). Also, as the typi-
cal radius, we use r = 108.7 cm, which corresponds to
a cold WD with a mass of " M". Given the possi-
ble emission mechanism (see below), the kinetic energy
is transferred first into magnetic fields and into electron
acceleration, and finally into electromagnetic radiation.
If the merged object rotates di"erentially, the magnetic

field may be amplified by magnetorotational instabilities
or dynamo processes (e.g., Shibata et al. 2011; Ji et al.
2013). Indeed, numerical simulations show that the mag-
netic fields are amplified up to B " 107-9 G after the
merger (Külebi et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2013). Hereafter,
we take B " 109 G as a fiducial surface magnetic-field
strength. The total magnetic-field energy outside the
WD can then be estimated as

EB ! (B2/8!)#(4!r3/3) " 2.1#1043 B9
2r8.7

3 erg. (1)

Thus, a fraction " 5 # 10!3 fB9
2r8.73 of the en-

ergy is enough for the total emitted energy in typical
FRBs, where the pre-factor f is the beaming of the ra-
dio emission. Note that the magnetic fields could be
amplified further, up to a maximum value at which
the local gravitational binding can support them, i.e.,
(B2

max/8!)# (4!r3/3) ! GM2/r " 7.7# 1050 erg. Thus,
the possible transient maximum magnetic-field strength
is Bmax " 6.1# 1012 G, which is comparable to the sur-
face field of ordinary NS pulsars.
Next, we show how the observed duration of the FRBs

can be reproduced in our scenario. The inferred sizes of
the emission regions,

c"t(1 + z)!1 ! 1.5# 108 (1 + z)!1 cm, (2)

are relatively small compared with our fiducial WD ra-
dius, r " 108.7 cm. Thus, the emission has to origi-
nate from a portion of the merged WD. Interestingly,
the transverse size of the polar-cap region, rcap !

r(r!/c)1/2 " 6.9 # 107 r8.73/2!0
1/2 cm for a break-up

angular frequency !0 " 1 s!1, is in a reasonable range,
and the resultant light crossing time,

rcap/c " 2.3 r8.7
3/2!0

1/2 ms, (3)

is shorter than the observed (dispersed) duration. The
region above the polar-cap is also a plausible site
for production of coherent radio emission, as we ar-
gue below. An electric-field potential as large as
that of ordinary NS pulsars can be produced via the
unipolar induction mechanism (Goldreich & Julian 1969;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975);

#max ! B!2r3/2c2 " 2.5# 1016 B9!0
2r8.7

3 Volt, (4)

and pair-production avalanches can be triggered in the
strong magnetic field (Kashiyama et al. 2011).
We note that the spin-down luminosity of the mag-

netized WD, LWD " 1.7 # 1038 B9
2r8.76!0

4ergs!1, is
significantly smaller than the FRB isotropic luminosity
LFRB " 1043-44 erg s!1. 4. Thus, our scenario requires
that the magnetic field energy is transiently released in
the polar-cap region via processes such as reconnection.
Such processes are in fact generally present in strongly
magnetized astrophysical objects (Thompson & Duncan
1995). For example, soft gamma-ray repeater or mag-
netar flares would be rapid transient magnetic dissipa-
tion events (as in our case, the spin-down luminosity of
magnetars is also much smaller than the luminosity of
such flares). Also, solar flares are explained by tran-
sient magnetic dissipation events in localized regions on

4 In the case of newborn NSs, the spin-down luminosity can
be consistent with the FRB luminosity (Falcke & Rezzolla 2013;
Totani 2013).
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Electron density	
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Binary WD Merger Scenario	

p  Energetics 	
 	
	

p  Timescale 	
 	
	


p  Event rate 	
 	
	

p  Emission mechanism	
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Counterparts	
•  Supernova Ia (double degenerate model)	

•  X-ray debris disk 	

–   Lx < 1047 erg/s for ~100 s à Swift for nearby FRBs	


•  Magnetically powered optical transient 	
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1196 P. Lorén-Aguilar et al.: High resolution SPH simulations of white dwarf mergers

Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of the density for the coalescence of the 0.6 + 0.8 M! double white-dwarf binary system. The positions of the particles
have been projected onto the xy plane (left panels) and on the xz plane (right panels). The units of positions and densities are, respectively, 109 cm
and 109 g/cm3. Times are shown in the right upper corner of each panel. These figures have been done using the visualization tool SPLASH (Price
2007). (Color figure only available in the electronic version of the article).

leading to a positive feedback of the process. As a consequence
of this positive feedback an accretion arm is formed that extends
from the remnant of the secondary white dwarf (central panels in
Fig. 1) to the surface of the primary white dwarf. This accretion
arm becomes entangled as a consequence of the orbital motion
of the coalescing white dwarfs and adopts a spiral shape (bottom
left panel). Ultimately, the secondary is totally disrupted and a
heavy disk is formed around the primary (bottom central panel
of Fig. 1). The bottom right panel of Fig. 1 shows that at time
t = 152 s the disk is still not well formed and the remnant of a
spiral arm still persists. We followed the evolution of this merger
for some more time and we found that the final configuration has
cylindrical symmetry, that most of the orbits of the SPH particles
belonging to the secondary have been circularized, and that the
spiral pattern has totally disappeared. At the end of the simu-
lations the radial extension of the disk is "0.2 R!, whereas its
height is "5.0 # 10$3 R!.

The temporal evolution of the temperature for the merger
of a 0.6 + 0.8 M! binary system is shown in Fig. 2. As can be
seen in this figure, the material of the secondary is first heated
by tidal torques. As the secondary begins the disruption pro-
cess this material is transferred to the surface of the primary
and, consequently, compressed, and its temperature increases.
The peak temperatures (Tpeak) achieved during the coalescence
are displayed in Table 1 for each one of the runs presented in
this paper. For the 0.6 + 0.8 M! simulation, the peak tempera-
ture is Tpeak " 1.6 # 109 K, clearly higher than the carbon igni-
tion temperature Tign " 109 K, and occurs during the first and
most violent part of the merger. However, a strong thermonu-
clear flash does not develop because, although the temperature in
the region where the material of the secondary first hits the pri-
mary increases very rapidly, degeneracy is rapidly lifted, lead-
ing to an expansion of the material, which, in turn, quenches
the thermonuclear flash. This agrees with the results of Guerrero
et al. (2004) and Yoon et al. (2007). Thus, since these high tem-
peratures are only attained during a very short time interval,

thermonuclear processing is very mild for this simulation. It is
also interesting to compare the equatorial and polar distribution
of temperatures shown in the central panels of Fig. 2. This com-
parison reveals that the heated material is rapidly redistributed
on the surface of the primary, and as a consequence, a hot corona
forms around the primary. The spiral structure previously de-
scribed can be more easily appreciated in the bottom right pan-
els of Fig. 2. In fact, this spiral structure persists for some more
time.

In all the cases studied here, a self-gravitating structure
forms after a few orbital periods, in agreement with our previ-
ous findings (Guerrero et al. 2004) and with those of Yoon et al.
(2007). The time necessary for its formation depends on the sys-
tem being studied and ranges from "120 s to "520 s. This self-
gravitating structure consists in all the cases but that in which
two equal-mass white dwarfs are involved in a compact central
object, surrounded by a heavy keplerian disk of variable exten-
sion. The case in which two 0.6 M! white dwarfs are involved
the configuration is rather di!erent. There the symmetry of the
systems avoids the formation of a clear disk structure, instead
giving rise to a rotating elipsoid around the central compact ob-
ject, surrounded by a considerably smaller disk. In Table 1 we
summarize the most relevant parameters of all the mergers stud-
ied here. Columns two, three, four, and five list, respectively, the
mass of the central white dwarf obtained after the disruption of
the secondary, the mass of the Keplerian disk, the accreted and
the ejected mass. All the masses are expressed in solar units.
In column six we show the peak temperatures achieved during
the coalescence. In column seven we display the temperature
of the hot corona around the central object by the end of our
simulations, whereas in column eight the radius of the disk is
shown. In column nine we list the disk half thickness. Column
ten displays the duration of the coalescence process and columns
eleven, twelve, and thirteen display the energetics of the process.
In particular we show the thermonuclear energy released dur-
ing the coalescence process (Enuc), the neutrino energy (E!), and

KK, Ioka, Meszaros 13	

Beloborodov 14	

Loren-Aguilar+09	
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Summary	
•  Fast Radio Bursts	

–  If cosmological 	


high event rate ~ 104 yr-1 gal-1 coherent bursts	


– Possible scenarios	

magnetar giant flares, binary white dwarf mergers, etc	


•  Perytons	

•  Multi-messenger observations	

–  lower frequency radio	

– counterpart search	


•  FRB cosmology	
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Appendix	



2.  Future Observations	



Detecting highly-dispersed bursts with next-generation radio telescopes 7

Figure 2. Expected number of FRBs per hour for various observatories in the high-scattering simulations. The coloured bars show the
number of FRBs detectable in imaging surveys, assuming di!erent spectral indices of: 0.0 (white), -1.0, -2.0, -3.0 and -4.0 (darkest grey).
The number of FRBs detectable in beamformed surveys are indicated by the bars with a solid black outline. The DM range used was
0! 6000 pc cm!3.

Figure 3. As Figure 2, but for the no-scattering simulations.

sitivity to extragalactic sources is achieved when observ-
ing away from the Galactic plane (|b| ! 10"), where the
electron density along the line-of-sight, and therefore the
scatter-broadening time, is lowest. This will impact all ra-
dio transient surveys, but is particularly important at low

frequencies. Figure 4 shows the number of FRBs expected to
be observed per hour using the LOFAR HBAs (black lines)
and ASKAP (grey lines) in our high-scattering simulations
as a function of the Galactic DM along the line-of-sight (see
Table 3 for the specifications of the telescopes used in the

c" 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10

Expected Detection Rate	
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Hassall+13	

1 event/hour	
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FRB Cosmology	

•  Reionization	

•  Missing baryon	

•  Dark energy, cosmological parameters, etc	
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McQuinn 13; Deng & Zhang 14; Kalkarni+14	
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Fig. 1.—DM due to the IGP, DM , is plotted as a function of redshift zIGP
by the solid line. The dispersion of DM due to density fluctuations is shownIGP
by the shaded region; and are also shown bymax max0.5#DM (z) 0.1#DM (z)host host
the dotted lines, where DM is the maximum DM duemax max(z) p DM /(1! z)host host
to the plasma in the host galaxy in eq. (3). The dashed lines are DM for aIGP
sudden reionization at , and the case when the reionizationz p 6 z p 17reion reion
occurred twice at with a full recombination at .z p 6, 20 z p 15reion

from to pc cm (Taylor etmin "3 max 3 "3DM ! 30 pc cm DM ! 10Gal Gal
al. 1993; Nordgren, Cordes, & Terzian 1992).
Intergalactic .—We first estimate DM by assumingDMIGP IGP

that all baryons are fully ionized and homogeneously distrib-
uted, so that the free-electron density evolves as n pe

. Then the observed dispersion delay2 3(3H Q /8pGm )(1! z)0 b p

at an observed frequency n for a source at z is given by pDt
p #z 2 2 "2dzFdt/dzF(1! z)n /2[n(1! z)] 415 (n/1 GHz)∫0 p

s, where p (1 ! !5 "3 "1(DM /10 pc cm ) Fdt/dzF z)H [Q (1IGP 0 m

! and3 1/2z) Q ]L

z
3cH Q (1! z)dz0 bDM p . (2)IGP ! 3 1/28pGm [Q (1! z) ! Q ]p 0 m L

From Figure 1, DMIGP 1 DM at .min z 1 0.03Gal
More than half of all baryons have not been detected at

(Fukugita, Hogan, & Peebles 1998). Most of such miss-z ! 1
ing baryons may reside in a warm-hot IGP, which is difficult
to observe because of its high temperature (105–107 K) and
low density (with a moderate overdensity of 10–40; Cen &
Ostriker 1999; Davé et al. 2001). If so, an appreciable fraction
of DM ("500 pc cm ) comes from the missing baryons at"3

IGP
(see Fig. 1). Thus, observations of DM could be0 " z ! 1 IGP

a direct detection of the missing baryons.
in host galaxy.—A host galaxy has been found inDMhost

most GRBs (Bloom, Kulkarni, & Djorgovski 2002). If the host
galaxies are similar to ours, they have . At highDM ! DMhost Gal
z, the maximum and minimum DM may evolve ashost
!DM and ! #max 12 3 min 12 1/3(M/10 M )(1! z) DM (M/10 M )Gal , Gal ,

, respectively, for a host galaxy with the halo mass M2(1! z)
based on the hierarchical galaxy formation (Ciardi & Loeb
2000). Even at low z, DM may be high if GRBs arise fromhost
the star-forming regions, as expected in GRBs resulting from
massive stellar collapses. The hydrogen column density is as
high as 1022–1023 cm in giant molecular clouds (Galama &"2

Wijers 2001), and the prompt and afterglow emission with
energy (ergs) can ionize the ambient density (cm )"3E nion host
out to a distance of pc (Perna & Loeb 1998),"1/3 1/3d ! 160n Ehost ion, 52
where the convention is used. Thus, all the ambientxQ p 10 Qx

hydrogen may be ionized depending on its density. In this case,
–105 pc cm"3, which may be time-dependent3DM ! 10host

(Perna & Loeb 1998). A high DM is also expected in the
“supranova” model (Vietri & Stella 1998), in which a super-
nova (SN) occurs weeks before the GRB. A SN remnant shell
with mass M (g) and velocity (cm s ) reaches"1v R !

cm in t (s), which provides16 210 v t DM ! M/4pR m !7 host p9
."25 "2 "31.5# 10 v t M pc cm7 339

Anyway, the maximum DM allowed by the present obser-host
vations is about the inverse of the Thomson cross section ,jT

max "1 5 "3DM ! j ! 4.87# 10 pc cm , (3)host T

for GRBs and afterglows to be observed without scattering.
Correspondingly, s from equation"2Dt ! 2022(n /1 GHz)host host
(1). At high z, the observed dispersion delay and frequency are

and , respectively. Thus, itDt p (1! z)Dt n p n /(1! z)host host
is convenient to use to compareDM (z) p DM /(1! z)host host
it with DMGal and DM . From Figure 1, DM declines(z)IGP host
with increasing z while DM grows. Therefore, GRBs at highIGP
(low) z are suitable for measuring DM (DM ).IGP host

3. DM FROM DISPERSED AFTERGLOWS

We now study the effects of the DM on the afterglow emis-
sion. For illustrative purposes, we fix the DM by demanding

the observed dispersion delay of s in3 "2Dt p 10 (n/1 GHz)
this section. We consider the most simple but standard after-
glow model (Sari, Piran, & Narayan 1998), which reproduces
the observations very well.
The afterglow spectrum for the forward shock is well ap-

proximated by four power-law segments with breaks at the cool-
ing frequency , the typical frequency , and the self-absorptionn nc m

frequency . In the fast cooling case, , the spectrumn (n !)n ! na a c m

is , , , from low to high frequencies and has2 1/3 "1/2 "p/2F # n n n nn

a maximum flux at . In the slow cooling, ! !F n p n (n )nn, max c a m

, it is , , , and peaks at .2 1/3 "(p"1)/2 "p/2n F # n n n n n p nc n m

Assuming an adiabatic shock, we have the observed break fre-
quencies and maximum flux as

13 "3/2 "1/2 "1 "1/2 "1/2n p 2.5# 10 e E n t (1! z) Hz,c B 52 3

18 1/2 2 2 1/2 "3/2 1/2n p 4.2# 10 e e g E t (1! z) Hz,m B e 52 3

5 1/2 1/2 "2F p 1.1# 10 e E n D (1! z) mJy,n, max B 52 28

where E (ergs) is the isotropic equivalent shock energy, n
(cm ) is the constant surrounding density, ( ) is the electron"3 e ee B

(magnetic) energy fraction, t (s) is the observer time, D (cm) is
the luminosity distance, and . At , syn-g p (p" 2)/(p" 1) n ! na
chrotron self-absorption limits the flux below the blackbody
emission with the electron temperature (e.g., Sari & Piran 1999;
Kobayashi & Sari 2000). This is given by

2 2F p 2pn gg m (R /D) (1! z),n, BB e e $

where n is the observed frequency, g is the Lorentz factor of
the shocked fluid, is the observed size of the after-R p 4gct$
glow, and is the typical Lorentz factor of the electrons emittingge
at n. A reverse shock is also formed, but its temperature is lower
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Multi-messenger observations	

•  Lower frequencies with larger FOV	

•  Optical, X-ray, and gamma-ray counterparts?	

•  GW and neutrino counterparts?	
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Lorimer Burst, Sparker, FRB 010724	

14/10/29	 Einstein symposium@Harverd 	

Figure 2: Frequency evolution and integrated pulse shape of the radio burst. The survey data,
collected on 2001 August 24, are shown here as a two-dimensional ‘waterfall plot’ of intensity
as a function of radio frequency versus time. The dispersion is clearly seen as a quadratic sweep
across the frequency band, with broadening towards lower frequencies. From a measurement of
the pulse delay across the receiver band using standard pulsar timing techniques, we determine
the DM to be 375±1 cm!3 pc. The two white lines separated by 15ms that bound the pulse show
the expected behavior for the cold-plasma dispersion law assuming a DM of 375 cm!3 pc. The
horizontal line at ! 1.34 GHz is an artifact in the data caused by a malfunctioning frequency
channel. This plot is for one of the offset beams in which the digitizers were not saturated.
By splitting the data into four frequency sub-bands we have measured both the half-power
pulse width and flux density spectrum over the observing bandwidth. Accounting for pulse
broadening due to known instrumental effects, we determine a frequency scaling relationship
for the observed width W = 4.6 ms (f/1.4 GHz)!4.8±0.4, where f is the observing frequency.
A power-law fit to the mean flux densities obtained in each sub-band yields a spectral index of
"4 ± 1. Inset: the total-power signal after a dispersive delay correction assuming a DM of 375
cm!3 pc and a reference frequency of 1.5165 GHz. The time axis on the inner figure also spans
the range 0–500 ms.

12

S⌫ ⇠ 30 Jy
�t ⇠ 5 ms

⌫ ⇠ 1.4 GHz

Parks 64m archival analysis	

Lorimer+07	

≒ν-2 arrival time pulse sweep	
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J0111−7131

(125)
J0113−7220

J0045−7319

J0131−7310
(205)

(76)

(105)

J0045−7042
(70)

Figure 1: Multi-wavelength image of the field surrounding the burst. The gray scale and
contours respectively show H! and HI emission associated with the SMC (8, 9). Crosses mark
the positions of the five known radio pulsars in the SMC and are annotated with their names and
DMs in parentheses in units of cm!3 pc. The open circles show the positions of each of the 13
beams in the survey pointing of diameter equal to the half-power width. The strongest detection
saturated the single-bit digitizers in the data acquisition system, indicating that its S/N ! 23.
Its location is marked with a square at right ascension 01h 18m 06s and declination "75" 12#
19## (J2000 coordinates). The other two detections (with S/Ns of 14 and 21) are marked with
smaller circles. The saturation makes the true position difficult to localize accurately. Based
on the half-power width of the multibeam system, the positional uncertainty is nominally ±7#.
However, the true position is probably slightly (# few arcmin) north-west of this position given
the non-detection of the burst in the other beams.

11
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Lorimer+07	

DM ⇠ 375 cm�3pcSMC	

DMMW ⇠ 25 cm�3pc

DMSMC ⇠ 50 cm�3pc

Lorimer Burst, Sparker, FRB 010724	

Detected in three beams	
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Keane Burst, FRB 010621	

•  The Parkes Multi-beam Pulsar Survey	

•  288 MHz band centered on ~1.4 GHz	

•  Detected in a single beam	


•  13:02:10.795 UTC	


•  S/N ~ 16.3	


•  DM = 746±1 cm-3	


•  Peak flux ~ 0.4 Jy	

•  Pulse width ~ 7.8 ms	


•  No counterpart	


•  No repeated bursts	


L72 E. F. Keane et al.

Figure 1. The pulse from J1852!08, as a function of sky frequency and
observing time, with amplitude represented by a grey-scale. Here eight 250-
µs samples have been added together to produce the grey-scale (0 = white,
8 = black) from the original 1-bit data. Nine of the 96 channels contain no
information and have been set to zero. The frequency-dependent delay is
proportional to f !2.02±0.01, and the best-fitting DM is 746 cm!3 pc.

A frequency-dependent delay is evident. The dispersion measure
(DM) which produces the highest S/N, when dedispersed with re-
spect to the standard relation for a cold ionized interstellar medium
tdelay,s = 4150 DM/f 2

MHz, is 746 ± 1 cm!3 pc. Testing how well
such a law is obeyed by fitting for a frequency-dependent delay
function which is proportional to f ! gives ! = !2.02 ± 0.01. This
is robust to dividing the 96-channel data into as many as 16 parts,
before obtaining a time of arrival (using standard pulsar timing
methods) at each sub-band and then fitting. For 16 sub-bands, the
average S/N per sub-band is "4. Finer frequency resolution results
in unacceptably low S/N in the sub-bands.

The observed pulse width, when the data are dedispersed to
1516.5 MHz (the top of the band) using a DM of 746 cm!3 pc,
is 7.8 ms (the PMPS time resolution is 250 µs). The pulse width is
7.7 ms in the top-half of the band (dedispersed to 1516.5 MHz) and
8.4 ms in the bottom-half of the band (dedispersed to 1372.5 MHz).
Finer frequency resolution shows the pulse width to be constant
(within the limits of what can be determined for the S/N) as a func-
tion of frequency across the entire 288-MHz band. The pulse is
barely resolved (if at all), as the dispersive smearing time within the
3-MHz frequency channels is 7.1 ms (9.9 and 5.7 ms) at the mid-
dle (bottom and top) of the band. Removing this contribution from
the observed pulse width reveals that any intrinsic width, combined
with any scatter broadening, amounts to no more than 3 ms. A steep
power law, e.g. the Kolmogorov scenario with W # f !4.4, can be
ruled out, as can the predicted scatter broadening time of $130 ms
from the empirical estimate of Bhat et al. (2004), although the latter
is known to be uncertain to at least two orders of magnitude.

With a measure of S/N as a function of frequency, we can, with a
knowledge of the sensitivity of the instrument, determine the radio
spectrum of the pulse. This results in peak flux densities, for the
observed pulse width, ranging from as low as 360 to as high as
510 mJy across the band, with a slight dip in flux density in the
middle of the band (see Fig. 1). Within the error in this estimation
(expected to be at least 30 per cent) and the limits of the avail-
able S/N, this is consistent with a flat spectrum. Another factor,
potentially the dominant source of uncertainty, is the angular and
frequency dependence of the telescope gain. The pulse is unlikely

to have been detected along the central axis of the beam corre-
sponding to maximum sensitivity, where the gain is 0.581 K Jy!1

(Manchester et al. 2001). The beam responses are well described as
Gaussian, with half-power beam widths (HPBWs) of 14.5 arcmin
at the central frequency of 1374 MHz. In addition to this angular
dependence, the HPBW will scale linearly with frequency so that
at the top of the band, at 1518 MHz, it will be narrower than at
the bottom of the band, at 1230 MHz, in proportion to the ratio of
these frequencies. Clearly, the spectrum of any incident astrophys-
ical signal will be made steeper by this effect if detected off-axis.
Burke-Spolaor et al. (2011) discuss empirical measurements of this
effect where a positive intrinsic spectral index " can appear as steep
as " ! 3. Thus, there is an extra (perhaps very large) uncertainty in
the spectrum of the source, and the spectrum is likely to be flatter
than observed. Below we take the peak flux density of the pulse (at
the observed pulse width) to be 400 mJy. The intrinsic fluence, F,
of the 7.8-ms burst is thus

F = 1.2 % 1013(D/20 kpc)2J Hz!1 . (1)

2.2 Distance

The distance to the source of the pulse, whatever it may be, is
uncertain. The only available estimate is to invert the relationship
between DM and distance: DM =

! D

0 nedl. This requires a model of
the free electron density. The current best model is NE2001 (Cordes
& Lazio 2002) which predicts that a maximum of 533 cm!3 pc of
the DM is contributed by the Galaxy towards the total value of
746 cm!3 pc. The six pulsars within a radius of 2& of this line of sight
have DMs of no more than 282 cm!3 pc. To estimate the distance,
there are two options: (i) assume that the NE2001 model is incorrect
along this line of sight, so that all of the DM contribution is due
to Galactic material, and the source is then within our Galaxy at a
distance of !20 kpc (this being where the ‘Galaxy ends’ according
to the NE2001 model); (ii) take the NE2001 estimate to be correct,
in which case the excess DM of 223 cm!3 pc would be due to the
intergalactic medium and any putative host galaxy for the source. In
the second scenario, repeating the analysis of Lorimer et al. (2007),
an extremely large distance of "500 h!1 Mpc results.

2.3 Re-observations

Deciding between these two possibilities is crucial as the implied lu-
minosities, and therefore likely progenitors, depend on it. Motivated
by this we performed follow-up observations using the Parkes Tele-
scope to test the hypothesis that the source is Galactic (i.e. NE2001
is incorrect) and a pulsar which emits giant pulses (GPs; the most
likely Galactic solution). In this scenario, many more weaker pulses
would be expected to be easily detected. We used analogue fil-
ter banks, the same backend as was used in the original survey
(Manchester et al. 2001), with 0.5-MHz and 100-µs frequency and
time resolution, respectively, recording Stokes I with 1-bit digitiza-
tion. Concurrently, we recorded Stokes IQUV data, with the digital
filter banks with 8-bit digitization, with the aim of looking more
closely at these data, with polarization information and with more
dynamic range, if a second event was detected in the total inten-
sity data. In 15 h of follow-up only two events were detected which
were inconsistent with radiometer noise, both of which were clearly
due to narrow-band radio frequency interference (RFI). No further
pulses from J1852!08 were seen in a total of 15.5 h of observation.
In the following section, we investigate the implications of this.

C' 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 425, L71–L75
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C' 2012 RAS
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The Astrophysical Journal, 727:18 (5pp), 2011 January 20 Burke-Spolaor et al.

(a) Peryton 08 in 13 beams (b) Peryton 08

(c) Peryton 06 (d) Peryton 15

Figure 1. Spectrograms and time series for several detections. (b)–(d) Data from the 13 beams have been summed to enhance the signal. Frequency channels with
known interference have been blanked. (a) De-dispersed time series showing Peryton 08 in the 13 beam multibeam receiver as the beams are distributed on the sky.
The widest separation of the pointing centers of the displayed beams is 1.7 deg. (b) De-dispersed time series and spectrogram of Peryton 08. The black lines trace the
best-fit dispersive delay for this detection. (c) and (d) Spectrograms of Peryton 06 and 15, respectively.

interference excision based on multiple-beam detections. These
were generally surveys of lower galactic latitude, therefore we
searched DMs up to 1000 (Crawford et al. 2006), 2000 (for target
AX J1826.11300 of the Roberts et al. survey), and 2500 pc cm!3

(for the other targets of Roberts et al.). Candidates from these
surveys were inspected one beam at a time by eye to identify
dispersed pulses.

3. NEW DISCOVERIES AND THEIR PROPERTIES

Our search revealed 16 pulses with two striking features
that distinguish them from all others in the data: an apparent
!t " "!2 delay of a magnitude implying an extragalactic
origin in the telescope’s pointing direction, and a simultaneous
occurrence in all 13 telescope receivers at relative intensities of
less than a factor of four (Figure 1). When a dispersive delay is
fit to each detection, the values cluster about a net band delay
!t = 360 ms, indicating a close connection with the LB at
!t = 355 ms (Figure 2). The LB’s reported sky position was
below the horizon for several detections, therefore the pulses
could not have come from the same extragalactic source. Below,
we give evidence that the 16 signals have a terrestrial origin.

The 29# separation between each receiver’s beam position
and >20 dB attenuation beyond 30# from each beam center
render it impossible for an on-axis, pointlike signal to appear
in more than three beams at similar intensity (Staveley-Smith
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Lorimer burst

Figure 2. Distribution of fitted dispersive delays. The x-axis shows the total time
to cross the observing band, calculated from each pulse as a best-fit dispersive
sweep. An arrow indicates the delay of the Lorimer Burst. The dotted line
indicates the delay below which we had uneven search criteria (see Section 2).

et al. 1996; Hunt & Wright 1992). Out detections were therefore
made through a sidelobe of the Parkes antenna, and based
on the consistency of signals in the beams, in each case the
emitter was positioned $5 deg from the telescope’s pointing
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Terrestrial? 	
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Burke-Spolaor+11; Kocz+12	

ü  Hit all 13 receivers	

“Perytons” 	


ü  Some show 	

　    ~ν-2 dispersion	

     (some not)	

ü  Temporal distributions 	

     (UTC range 0-3)	
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FRBs ≠ Perytons?	
•  FRBs are detected in a single beam. 	

•  Perytons have Δt ~ 30-50 ms,                      

which is ~10 times larger than FRBs.	

•  Perytons have symmetric,                                 

but some FRBs have an exponential tail.	


•  Perytons have DM ~ 200-400 cm-3pc,             
which is smaller than 4 FRBs. 	


•  Atmospheric emissions at different heights?	

– Perytons < 10 km < Lorimer burst < FRBs	
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Arecibo Detects FRB 121102 	
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Spitler+14	

Hit a single beam	

(maybe a sidelobe)	

Pulsar ALFA survey targeting low latitude (|b| < 5 deg)	


Arecibo 305m	

⌫ ⇠ 1.4 GHz

�t ⇠ 3 ms

> 3⇥DMW

DM ⇠ 557 cm�3

l ⇠ 180�
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Coherent radio emissions with GRBs?	
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8 Bannister et. al.

Figure 2. DM vs. time for the two GRBs with single-pulse candidates. Single-pulse detections with a significance � 6� appear as circles
in this plot, with the size proportional to the S/N. The detections are color coded according to their classification by the friends-of-friends
algorithm as candidates (blue), false positives (red) and RFI (grey). Top panel: GRB 100704A with a single pulse candidate 1076 seconds
after the GRB at a DM of 195 pc cm�3, with a significance of 6.2� and width of 6 ms. Bottom panel: GRB 101011A with a single pulse
candidate 524 seconds after the GRB at a DM of 570 pc cm�3, with a significance of 6.6� and width of 25 ms. The time origin of these
plots is the time that the telescope first arrived on source (T

on

). For clarity, DMs from 1000 pc cm�3 are not shown.

Np = 1991⇥
P9

i=0 Ns/2i ' 1.1⇥1011 points are searched
for pulses. Assuming each trial is independent, then the
expected number of false alarms exceeding a threshold T
during an observation is Nperfc(T/(�

p
2)), where erfc is

the complementary error function.
Applying this model to observations of GRB 101011A,

we expect N6� ' 216 trials above 6� and get 260 such
detections, roughly tallying with our discussion to this
point, but many detections are clearly associated with
RFI and are not related to the Gaussian distribution. At
the 6.6�, significance of our detected pulse, we expect
on average 4.6 false alarms per observation. Applying
the Poisson distribution, we can compute the probability
of finding exactly one false alarm during a 30 minute
observation, at or above 6.6�, of 4.6%. Alternatively,
we can compute the probability of finding one or more
pulses above 6.6� of 94%.

These relatively high probabilities suggest that it is
quite likely that we would find a 6.6� candidate in a
single observation, and that we would also expect several
candidates across our 9 observations, exactly matching
our results. However, we have neglected up to this point
the ‘friend-of-friends’ algorithm employed by the single-
pulse pipeline, which declares a candidate as viable only
if a pulse is detected in 3 or more nearby DM trials.
According to Burke-Spolaor et al. (2011b), this algorithm
reduces the number of candidates by a factor of ' 100�
1000, implying that applying the algorithm reduces the
probability of detecting exactly one candidate from 4.6%
to 4.4%. Such an analysis suggests that the 6.6� pulse
we have detected is not a random noise fluctuation, with
a confidence of greater than 95%.
Relaxing the assumption of independent trials implies

that adjacent trials (either in DM of boxcar width) have

Baninister+12	
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Host Galaxy	

•  Galactic center: DM > 700 cm-3 pc	

– W∝ DobsDscr/(Dobs+Dscr)2	


–  If Dscr << Dobs, it locates at the galactic center	


•  Elliptical host: low DW	

•  Spiral host: DM > 700 cm-3 pc                                    

if I > 87 deg (5 %)	

•  Intervening galaxy: P < 5%	
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Coherent emission	
•  Emission from N particles	
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Induced Compton	
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INDUCED SCATTERING OF SHORT RADIO PULSES
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ABSTRACT

The effect of the induced Compton and Raman scattering on short, bright radio pulses is investigated. It is shown
that when a single pulse propagates through the scattering medium, the effective optical depth is determined by the
duration of the pulse but not by the scale of the medium. The induced scattering could hinder propagation of the radio
pulse only if close enough to the source a dense enough plasma is present. The induced scattering within the rel-
ativistically moving source places lower limits on the Lorentz factor of the source. The results are applied to the
recently discovered short extragalactic radio pulse.

Subject headinggs: plasmas — radiation mechanisms: nonthermal — scattering

1. INTRODUCTION

Induced scattering could significantly affect radiation from
sources with high brightness temperatures. The induced Compton
scattering may be relevant in pulsars (Wilson & Rees 1978;
Lyubarskii & Petrova 1996; Petrova 2004a, 2004b, 2008a, 2008b),
masers (Zel’dovich et al. 1972; Montes 1977), and radio-loud
active galactic nuclei (Sunyaev 1971; Coppi et al. 1993; Sincell &
Coppi 1996). The induced Raman scattering is considered as the
most plausible mechanism of eclipses in binary pulsars (Eichler
1991; Gedalin & Eichler 1993; Thompson et al. 1994; Luo &
Melrose 1995) and was also invoked to place constraints on the
models of pulsars (Lyutikov 1998; Luo & Melrose 2006) and
models of intraday variability in compact extragalactic sources
(Levinson & Blandford 1995).

Macquart (2007) used the induced Compton and Raman scat-
tering in order to place limits on the observability of the prompt
radio emission predicted (Usov & Katz 2000; Sagiv &Waxman
2002; Moortgat & Kuijpers 2005) to emanate from gamma-ray
bursts. The recent discovery of an enigmatic short extragalactic ra-
dio pulse (Lorimer et al. 2007) demonstrates that very high bright-
ness temperature transients do exist in nature. In this paper we
address the induced scattering of short bright radio pulses. First,
we study the inducedCompton andRaman scattering in the plasma
surrounding the source. The central point is that due to the non-
linear character of the process, the effective optical depth is deter-
mined not by the scale of the scattered medium but by the width
of the pulse provided that the pulse is short in the sense that the
duration of the pulse is less than the light travel time in the scat-
tered medium. For this reason, short enough pulses could prop-
agate through the interstellar medium, contrary to Macquart’s
claim. The induced scattering could hinder propagation of a high
brightness temperature pulse only close to the source if the den-
sity of the ambient plasma is large enough; here we find the cor-
responding observability conditions. We also address the induced
scattering within the relativistically moving source and show that
transparency of the source implies a lower limit on the Lorentz
factor of the source.We apply the general results to the short extra-
galactic radio pulse discovered by Lorimer et al. (2007).

2. INDUCED COMPTON SCATTERING

The kinetic equation for the induced Compton scattering in the
nonrelativistic plasma is written as (e.g., Wilson 1982)

@n(!;6)

@t
! c(6 = :)n(!;6)" 3"T

8#
N

h

mec
n(!;6)

;
Z

(e = e1) 2(1#6 = 61)
@! 2n(!;61)

@!
d61; $1%

where n(!;6) is the photon occupation number of a beam in the
direction6, N is the electron number density, and e is the polari-
zation vector. The induced scattering rate is proportional to the
number of photons already available in the final state; therefore,
the scattering initially occurs within the primary emission beam
where the radiation density is high. However, when the primary
beam is narrow, as is anyway the case at large distance from the
source, the recoil factor 1#6 =61 makes the scattering within
the beam inefficient; then the scattering outside the beam domi-
nates, because according to equation (1), even weak isotropic
background radiation (created, e.g., by spontaneous scattering)
grows exponentially so that the energy of the scattered radiation
becomes eventually comparable with the energy density in the
primary beam.

In this and the next sections, we study the induced scattering
outside of the source; therefore, we can assume that the scatter-
ing angle is larger than the small angle subtended by the primary
radiation. In this case, the occupation number of the scattered
photons varies according to the equation
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where F " c#2h
R
! 3n d6 is the local radio flux density of the

primary radiation and $ is the scattering angle. The solution to
this equation is written as

n " n0 exp %C; $3%

where n0 is the background photon density, %C is the effective
optical depth determined by the integral along the scattered ray,
r " r0 ! c6(t # t0), as

%C "
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The intensity of the scattered radiation increases exponentially
provided the photon spectrum of the primary beam, F /!, has a
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Compton scattering is enhanced by coherent photons	

ü  induced Compton limit	
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Free-Free Absorption	

τff ~ 5 ⇒ 1.2-1.5 GHz can be strongly affected.	
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Propagation effect	2 Hassall, Keane and Fender

All of the known bursts have been found through ‘pulsar-
like’ beamformed observations at relatively high frequen-
cies (!1.4 GHz), but, because FRBs are so bright, they
may also be detectable in images. Note, in this paper we
choose to use ’beamformed’ to describe pulsar-like obser-
vations, even though in some cases beams are not formed
digitally. Beamformed surveys have been successful in the
past, and they are known to be sensitive to these bursts
and to other bright single pulses (e.g. Rotating Radio Tran-
sients, ‘RRATs’, Keane & McLaughlin 2011). However, the
localisation of the sources is relatively poor, and in some
cases, it can be di!cult to distinguish real pulses from radio-
frequency interference (RFI, see Burke-Spolaor et al. 2011).
Imaging surveys could (in some circumstances) o"er a bet-
ter localisation of the source, and are also potentially more
robust against RFI, but because the bursts are so rapid and
radio images have a practical limit on their shortest expo-
sures, some of the sensitivity of the survey may be lost.
In this paper, we compare the number of simulated FRBs
detected in imaging and beamformed surveys with several
‘next-generation’ radio telescopes. We also investigate the
e"ects of dispersion and scattering on the bursts and de-
termine the most e"ective observatories for locating such
events.

2 PROPAGATION EFFECTS

As pulsed emission passes through an ionised plasma it in-
teracts with electrons along the line-of-sight, and becomes
distorted by dispersion and scattering. The peak flux of a
pulse is reduced, and the emission becomes smeared out in
time, making it more di!cult to detect. Although propa-
gation e"ects are particularly prominent at low frequencies,
they need to be considered at all frequencies when trying to
determine the rate of short bursts. In the following section
we summarise the two propagation e"ects we consider here.

2.1 Dispersion

The frequency-dependent refractive index of a cold, ionised
plasma, means that any signals propagating through it are
dispersed. Emission at frequency, ! (in MHz), is delayed
with respect to emission at infinite frequency by, #tDM (in
s):

#tDM =
DM

2.410 " 10!4!2
, (1)

where DM is the dispersion measure in units of pc cm!3.
In beamformed analysis, this delay can be addressed ei-
ther by channelising the data and compensating for the
delay in each channel, significantly reducing the e"ects
of dispersion across the band (‘incoherent dedispersion’,
Large & Vaughan 1971), or applying a frequency-dependent
delay to the raw voltage data directly and completely
removing the dispersive delay (‘coherent dedispersion’,
Hankins & Rickett 1975). Coherent dedispersion is the more
precise method, but typically incoherent dedispersion is used
in blind searches for pulsars and fast transients, as coherent
dedispersion is usually too computationally expensive.

Whilst dedispersion makes searching for new objects
more di!cult, once the correct DM of a source is known,

Figure 1. A boxcar pulse with initial pulse density S!0 (black
line) is scatter broadened by the interstellar medium. Its peak
flux density is reduced to S! and its profile changes (grey line),

increasing the pulse width to !
!

!20 + !2s .

it can be removed. Dispersion also provides a good way to
discriminate between a real signal and radio frequency inter-
ference (RFI), as terrestrial signals do not typically follow a
!!2 law. The fact that all of the previously reported bursts
follow the dispersion law so well, remains the strongest ev-
idence that they are of astrophysical origin. As the disper-
sive delay depends only on the number of electrons along
the line-of-sight, and not their distribution, the dispersive
delay will follow the same !!2 law in both the interstellar
medium (ISM) and the intergalactic medium (IGM). How-
ever, the relation between the DM and the column density of
electrons of redshifted sources will be di"erent from that pre-
dicted theoretically and observed for Galactic sources (see
Ioka 2003, for a more detailed discussion).

2.2 Scattering

As radio waves propagate through a plasma, they are also
scattered by fluctuations in the electron density along the
line-of-sight. This results in multi-path propagation, which
temporally broadens narrow pulses. In the simplest case of
a scattering screen located midway between the source and
observer this e"ectively convolves the narrow pulse with
a one-sided exponential with scattering timescale, "s

1 (see
Figure 1). Detailed reviews of interstellar scattering can be
found in Rickett (1990) and Narayan (1992).

The scatter-broadening time of a pulsed signal passing
through the ISM is related to the DM by the empirical func-
tion derived by Bhat et al. (2004),

log "s = 2.12 + 0.154 log(DM) + 1.07(log DM)2 # 3.86 log !,
(2)

1 Multi-path propagation also blurs the pulses spatially, increas-

ing the observed angular size of the source by "s !
!

"sc
D . We

do not consider this e!ect here, however, because the distance to
the source is typically large. To blur a source 1 kpc away by 10
arcseconds, !s ! 250 seconds.
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where ! is the observing frequency in MHz, and "s is the
scatter broadening time in s. Although, it should be noted
that observed values of "s for a given DM can deviate from
the predicted value by up to two orders of magnitude and
the frequency-dependence of "s depends strongly on the dis-
tribution of the electron density along the line-of-sight.

As the peak flux is typically used as the detection
threshold it is important we address how it is a!ected by
scattering. When a pulse is scattered, it is smeared out over
a longer time, reducing the peak flux density. If we assume
that the unscattered pulse is a step function with intrinsic
width "0, and a peak flux density of S!0, then its intrinsic
fluence is F = S!0"0. As the pulse is broadened by scatter-
ing, the fluence at a given frequency, F! is given by:

F! = S!
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where S! , is the observed peak flux density at frequency, !.
If we assume that the fluence is conserved by scattering (i.e.
any emission scattered out of the line-of-sight is balanced by
emission scattered into it), then the peak flux is given by:

S! =
F

&

" 2
0 + " 2

s

. (4)

At high frequencies (or low DMs), where "0 >> "s, the peak
flux is approximately constant, but when "s ! "0, scattering
causes the peak flux to decrease as S! ! 1/"s (! !3.86, if
the scatter-broadening follows Equation 2). At low observing
frequencies (or high DMs), the temporal pulse broadening
is large, and there is a significant reduction in peak flux.

Scatter-broadening of extragalactic sources has only
been observed twice (Thornton et al. 2013), and is there-
fore not well understood, but current observations suggest
that it is probably quite di!erent from the scattering seen
from the ISM. It has not yet been possible to measure the
distribution of electrons in the IGM, but one possibility is
that the density fluctuations are less significant than those
seen in the ISM. The so-called ‘lever-arm’ e!ect is also ex-
pected to reduce scatter-broadening; the observed e!ect is
maximised when scattering material is concentrated halfway
between the observer and the source. So, because most of
the scattering material will be concentrated in the ISM of
our Galaxy and the host galaxy, the scatter-broadening of
extragalactic sources may be reduced (Lorimer et al. 2013).
This is consistent with the findings of the two known FRBs,
which, despite having large DMs, showed very little scatter
broadening (in many cases, significantly less than what was
expected from Bhat et al. 2004, see Table 1).

2.3 Propagation E!ects in Known FRBs

We find it appropriate here to compare the properties of the
previously reported bursts. The relation between the ob-
served width, W , and the intrinsic width, "0 can be written
as:

W 2 = " 2
0 + " 2

DM + " 2
s + " 2

samp , (5)

where "DM is the dispersive delay across a single channel; for
a frequency resolution "!, an observing frequency of ! and a
dispersion measure DM, the dispersive smearing is: "DM =
4.5(DM/500 cm"3 pc)("!/3 MHz)(1400 MHz/!)3 ms; "s

is the unknown scattering time; and "samp is the sampling
time of the observation. Unless the pulse is completely re-
solved, and the scatter-broadening can be measured (as for
FRB 110220, see Thornton et al. 2013), the extent of the
scatter-broadening is unknown and we can only place an
upper limit on the intrinsic pulse width of any detected sig-
nal.

FRB 010724 (010621) had an observed pulse width of
4.6 ms (8.3 ms) at an observational frequency of 1400 MHz.
Removing the dispersive smearing gives (" 2

0 + " 2
s )

1/2, i.e.
an upper limit on the intrinsic width (at 1400 MHz), of
3.1 ms (4.8 ms), with a corresponding upper limit on the
size of the source of " 900 km (" 1400 km) which is much
smaller than the minimum allowed radius of a white dwarf.
Similarly, the FRBs found by Thornton et al. (2013) also
seem to have narrow intrinsic pulse widths, the only pulses
with W > 2 ms seem to have been scatter broadened. In
what follows we consider intrinsic pulse widths of 1 ms. All
FRBs have DM values in excess of the maximum expected
contribution from the Galaxy along their respective lines-of-
sight. This places them outside the Galaxy, and using the
model of Ioka (2003) we can infer redshifts between z "
0.1 # 0.9 for the sources. Using a cosmological model (e.g.
#CDM) we can infer a distance and thence a luminosity.
This line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that the bursts
are very bright, " 12 orders of magnitude more luminous
than the typical pulses seen from pulsars, and " 6 orders
of magnitude more luminous than the brightest pulse ever
observed from the Crab pulsar (see Figure 1 of Keane et al.
2011). We note that the dependence on frequency of the
flux density and the pulse width is seen to be quite steep
for FRB 010724 but very flat for FRB 010621 (although
if either of the bursts was detected away from the centre of
the telescope beam, the spectral index would appear steeper
than it actually is). The spectral indices of the bursts from
Thornton et al. (2013) were all consistent with being flat. In
our simulations below we consider a wide range of spectral
indices2 and show the results for all cases. Some properties
of the bursts are summarised in Table 1.

3 RATE CALCULATIONS

3.1 Determining Rates of FRBs

As there are only six known FRBs, it has so far been impos-
sible to properly determine the luminosity function of the
bursts. So, for the purposes of this paper, we will assume
that the bursts are standard candles, which emit over all
frequencies following a constant spectral index. It then fol-
lows that the number of events which will be seen in a given
observation (Nobs) is given by:

Nobs = #0tobsVobs , (6)

where #0 is the rate at which the events occur per unit time
per unit volume, tobs is the total amount of observing time,
and Vobs is the volume of extragalactic space being probed
in the observations. We note that, as FRBs are at cosmo-
logical distances, the co-moving volume must be used for

2 In this paper, we follow the convention of defining the spectral
index ! as S! ! "#.

c" 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 1. Scattering time at 1 GHz versus dispersion measure
showing the radio pulsars (adapted from Bhat et al. 2004) along
with current scattering constraints on FRBs. The green and blue
triangles indicate the scattering timescale upper limits of 1 ms
at 1.4 GHz for the FRBs discussed in Lorimer et al. (2007) and
Keane et al. (2012), scaled to 1 GHz. The red circle indicates the
scattering timescale of 1 ms scaled to 1 GHz measured for one of
the FRBs discussed in Thornton et al. (2013). The other FRBs,
with DMs of 944, 723, and 553 cm!3 pc have scattering timescale
upper limits of 1 ms.

The 150 MHz band is pertinent given the advent of LOFAR
(Stappers et al. 2011) as a wide-field of view low-frequency
transient monitor. The 350 MHz band is covered by all-sky
pulsar surveys being carried out at the Green Bank Tele-
scope (Boyles et al. 2013; Lynch et al. 2013; Rosen et al.
2013) and at Arecibo (Deneva et al. 2013). In §2 we demon-
strate that the scattering in low-frequency surveys is less se-
vere if FRBs are at cosmological distances. In §3 we describe
a simple model that provides testable event rate predictions
for ongoing and future surveys. We discuss these results in
§4 and present our conclusions in §5.

2 ANOMALOUS SCATTERING IN

EXTRAGALACTIC FAST TRANSIENTS

Lorimer et al. (2007) discussed the possibility of detecting
FRBs with low-frequency telescopes. The burst they de-
tected showed evolution of pulse width with frequency, but
they could not determine whether this was intrinsic or due
to scattering. The !ms scattering expected at a DM of
375 cm!3 pc at 1 GHz scales to a scattering timescale of
order 1 s at 150 MHz, leading to their suggestion that the
pulse would be undetectable at those frequencies. However,
of the 6 FRBs known so far, only one ( FRB 110220) has
had a measurable scattering timescale at 1.4 GHz. The ob-
servation that the FRBs all lie significantly below the bulk
of pulsars in the Bhat et al. (2004) DM-!sc curve, suggests
that, for a particular DM, there is less scattering for an ex-
tragalactic source than would be expected from interpreting
the curve.

For FRBs of extragalactic origin, the total scattering is
made up of two contributions: interstellar scattering in the
host galaxy and our own Galaxy, and intergalactic scatter-
ing caused by the intervening intergalactic medium. Despite

the fact that most of the scattering material is found in the
interstellar medium of the host or our Galaxy, geometrical
considerations (e.g., Williamson 1972) suggest that contri-
butions to scattering from media near the source or near the
observer are expected to be small. To estimate the impact
of this, we rewrite equation (2) from McClure-Gri!ths et al.
(1998) in terms of the scattering induced by a screen at a
fractional distance f along the line of sight. As f " 0, the
screen is close the observer, and as f " 1, the screen is close
to the source. In this case the scattering time

!sc = 4!max(1# f)f, (1)

where !max is the maximum scattering induced for a screen
placed midway along the line of sight (f = 0.5). For scatter-
ing originating from a host galaxy at cosmological distances,
(1# f) is the size of the host galaxy divided by the distance
to the source, i.e. (1 # f) $ 50 kpc/500 Mpc = 10!4 for a
Galaxy with the extent of the Milky Way at the distance
inferred for the Lorimer et al. (2007) FRB. Therefore, the
scattering e"ects of our own Galaxy or the host galaxy can
be essentially neglected for bursts at cosmological distances.

The same geometric considerations suggest that the
most e!cient scattering along the line of sight towards
FRBs of extragalactic origin will occur in the medium near
the midway point. Measurements of the scattering mea-
sure (SM) along extragalactic lines of sight1 by Lazio et al.
(2008) suggest values that are typically ! 10!4 SM of
Galactic lines of sight, despite the large distances to extra-
galactic sources. Given that !sc % SM6/5 and the distance
(Cordes & Lazio 2002), similar pulse broadening times could
be observed for a Galactic source at 5 kpc as for an extra-
galactic source at &300 Mpc. In Fig. 1, we show our adap-
tation of the DM-!sc curve and plot the FRB scattering
timescales scaled to an observing frequency of 1 GHz. Here
we see that the upper limit on the scattering timescale for
the FRB of Keane et al. (2012) lies well below the expected
trend for Galactic pulsars, as does the timescale for the one
event of four for which Thornton et al. (2013) were able to
measure !sc. Taking the 1-ms of scattering at 1.4 GHz of this
event, which scales to 3.66 ms at 1 GHz, and comparing it
to the predicted value of 103.63 ms, suggests that rescaling
the Bhat et al. (2004) equation:

log !sc $ #6.5+0.15(log DM)+1.1(log DM)2#3.9 log f (2)

so that the leading term is –9.5 rather than –6.5 provides an
estimate of the expected scattering for extragalactic sources.
In this expression, DM takes its usual units of cm!3 pc and
the frequency, f , is in GHz. Note that, given that only one
measurement of the scattering timescale has been made so
far, it is likely that this is an upper limit to the average
amount of scattering as a function of DM.

In summary, based on the theoretical expectations of
low scattering towards FRBs of extragalactic origin and the
recent 1.4 GHz observations in which little or no scattering is
observed, FRB scattering at frequencies below 1 GHz is also
expected to be substantially less than would be the case if
they were of Galactic origin. This raises the possibility that
they can be detectable in surveys at lower frequencies. In the

1 SM is the line integral of the electron density wavenumber spec-
tral coe!cient C2

n (for details, see, e.g., Cordes & Rickett 1998).

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Predictions from our FRB population model described in the text. Panel (a) shows flux–redshift relationships for surveys
carried out at 1400 MHz (solid line), 350 MHz (dashed line) and 150 MHz (dotted line). Panel (b) shows the event rate normalized
such that at z = 0.75 the implied event rate is 10,000 FRBs per day per sky as inferred by Thornton et al. (2013). Panel (c) shows the
predicted burst rates above some threshold flux density at 1400 MHz (solid line), 350 MHz (dashed line) and 150 MHz (dotted line).

to some z, fitting a cubic to Fig. 2b provides the following
good approximation to the expected event rate out to z = 1:

R(< z) !

!

z2 + z3

4

"

day!1 deg!2. (9)

An important constraint for our model is that it should
be consistent with ongoing surveys at 1.4 GHz where as-
sumptions about the source spectral index are not required.
Currently, the most sensitive fast transient search at 1.4 GHz
is the ongoing Pulsar Arecibo L-band Feed Array (PALFA)
survey (Cordes et al. 2006; Deneva et al. 2009) which has
so far found no FRBs. Through detailed considerations,
Deneva et al. (2009) quantify the e!ects of the greater depth
probed by the PALFA survey and its smaller field of view. A
comparison of the solid curve shown in Fig. 2c of this paper
and Fig. 8 from Deneva et al. (2009) shows that our model
is currently not excluded by the lack of detections in the
PALFA survey. Our model is also consistent with the “Fly’s
Eye” survey carried out with the Allen Telescope Array
(ATA) by Siemion et al. (2012) which was sensitive to pulses
with peak fluxes > 150 Jy (assuming a 3 ms pulse width).
Our predicted rate of a few times 10!6 FRBs hr!1 deg!2 is
below the ATA upper limit of 2" 10!5 FRBs hr!1 deg!2.

Further bursts are expected in the other 1.4 GHz
multibeam surveys. In the Parkes multibeam pulsar sur-
vey (Manchester et al. 2001), where only one FRB candi-
date has so far been found (Keane et al. 2012), a simple
scaling of the Thornton et al. (2013) rate leads to around
5–15 bursts in the existing data. While a recent re-analysis
by Bagchi et al. (2012) did not find any candidates in the
DM range 200–2000 cm!3 pc in addition to the Keane et
al. event, the survey coverage along the Galactic plane may
imply that searches covering higher DM ranges are nec-
essary. A search of archival data from the Edwards et al.
(2001) and Jacoby et al. (2009) intermediate and high lat-
itude surveys by Burke-Spolaor & Bailes (2010) revealed a
number of rotating radio transients, but no new FRBs. How-
ever, the DM range covered in this e!ort (0–600 cm!3 pc)
was likely not su"cient to sample a significant volume, based
on the results presented here. We suggest that reanalyses of
these data sets may result in further FRB discoveries. We

note also that the substantial amount of time spent and field
of view covered by the HTRU-North survey at E!elsberg
(Barr et al. 2013) mean around 20 FRBs are expected.

At 350 MHz, a significant fraction of the transient
sky is currently being covered by pulsar searches with the
GBT. The drift-scan survey carried out during summer 2007
(Boyles et al. 2013; Lynch et al. 2013; Rosen et al. 2013),
acquired a total of 1491 hours of observations and has so
far discovered 35 pulsars. Based on the survey parameters
given by Lynch et al. (2013), we estimate the instantaneous
field of view to be about 0.3 deg2 and the 10–! sensitivity
for pulses of width 3 ms to be about 35 mJy. As can be
inferred from Fig. 2a, a source at this frequency is predicted
to have a peak flux well in excess of this threshold even out
to z > 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the expected scattering of an
FRB at 350 MHz should be below 10 ms for a DM of a few
hundred cm!3 pc. Adopting a DM limit of 500 cm!3 pc,
and assuming about 20% of this DM is accounted for by the
host galaxy and the Milky Way, from the approximate inter-
galactic medium scaling law (where DM # 1200z cm!3 pc
Ioka 2003; Inoue 2004) we expect a redshift limit of 0.33.
From equation 9 we infer a rate of about 4 " 10!4 bursts
per 0.3 deg2 per hour, or of order one FRB in the entire
survey. Since the GBT survey is not sensitivity limited and
the steep gradient seen in Fig. 2b, this prediction is subject
to considerable uncertainty. A further more sensitive GBT
search is now underway with the aim of covering the entire
GBT sky (Stovall et al., in preparation). A comprehensive
analysis of these data, and ongoing Arecibo 327 MHz surveys
(Deneva et al. 2013) should provide interesting constraints
on the FRB population. If the same DM limit can be reached
by 150 MHz surveys with large fields of view, the expected
detection rate above 30 Jy with DMs below 500 cm!3 pc is
# 1 event per day per 30 square degrees.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have used the results of Thornton et al. (2013) to cali-
brate a cosmological model which predicts the rate of FRBs
as a function of redshift. Our assumption of uniform source

Lorimer+13	

“The scattering effects at lower radio frequency are less than previously thought.”	

Even z > 0.5 events can be detectable in surveys below 1 GHz	

Sources may already be present in 350-MHz surveys with the GBT. 	

Surveys at 150 MHz with 30 deg2 FoV could detect 1 event/hr above 30 Jy…	
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Observation Pointings Beams/P FoV/P Res. tint BW f Nch tsamp Coh. Rd
deg2 deg min MHz MHz ms TB/hr

LPPS Survey 246 7 75 3.7 57 6.8 142 560 0.655 I 0.09
LOTAS Survey 206 19 3.9 0.51 17 48 143 3904 1.3 C 0.8
LOTAS Confirmation � 61�217 � <0.1 27 80 150 6576 0.49 C 12�42
LOTAS Timing � 1 � � 15�30 80 150 6576 1.3 C 0.07

1 With the 2011 beam-former, beams at higher declinations were spaced more closely in right ascension (§4.2.1 in C13).

Table 1. The di↵erent observational setups used in this work. Listed are the number of pointings over the survey; the number of beams per
pointing Beams/P, the field of view per pointing FoV/P, the angular resolution (FWHM of each beam), integration time tint, bandwidth BW, central
frequency f, number of channels Nch, sampling time tsamp, whether beamforming was (I)ncoherent or (C)oherent, and the data rate Rd.

D
ec

RA

LOTASLPPS

Fig. 2. The total sky coverage achieved by LPPS (left) and LOTAS (right). The Galactic plane and Center are shown with a grey line and cross,
respectively. The grayscale of the individual beams shows the usable observation length, where white is 0 min, and black the full 57 min for LPPS
and 17 min for LOTAS.

2.2. LOTAS Survey

In May 2011 we carried out LOTAS, a tied-array survey of
⇠600 deg2. By that time the 6 HBA stations on the central Su-
perterp shared a single clock signal1 (van Haarlem et al. 2013),
which allowed for reliable tied-array beamforming (§4.2.1 in
C13). This resulted in 19-beam observations covering 3.9 deg2

per 17 min pointing (Fig. 1; Table 1). The expected tied-array
beam shapes were validated through a series of characteriza-
tion observations (Fig. 27 in van Haarlem et al. 2013). LOTAS
sparsely surveyed two strips of sky 5� < |b| < 15�, just o↵ the
Galactic plane, to maximize the potential for new pulsar discov-
eries while avoiding high scattering and background sky emis-
sion (Fig. 2).

2.3. LOTAS Confirmations and Timing

Confirmation observations on pulsar candidates from the
LOTAS survey were performed late 2012. The availability of 24
core stations, and ability to form many tens of tied-array beams
together enabled significantly higher sensitivity and angular res-
olution (Table 1). Confirmed candidates were timed until early
2014 with a similar but single-beam setup (Table 1).

3. Analysis

Survey data were processed to detect periodic pulsar signals
and individual, dispersed bright radio bursts. This processing
included data quality checks. As the implementation of this
pipeline and quality control is detailed in C13, only its essen-
tials are summarized here.

1 This signal is now distributed to all 24 core stations.

3.1. Pipeline processing

Search processing was handled by a parallelized Python
pipeline, based on PRESTO2 (Ransom 2001). It automated the
process of radio frequency interference (RFI) excision and dedis-
persion (with survey specific settings, described below). It next
handled periodicity searches including accounting for accelera-
tion, single-pulse searching, as well as sifting and folding of the
best candidates.

We first performed periodicity searches assuming no accel-
eration. Binary motion, however, can cause the intrinsically pe-
riodic signals to drift in the Fourier domain. Therefore we next
performed an ’acceleration’ search (Ransom et al. 2002) up to
a maximum number of bins, or z

max

, of 50. For a pulsar with,
e.g., a 40-ms period in a relativistic binary, LPPS is sensitive up
to binary accelerations of 51 m s�2 (C13). We summed up to 16
harmonics, a technique where through recursive stretching and
summing, the power contained in all harmonics can be recov-
ered (Ransom 2001); and included “polishing”, an extra step to
reject RFI peaks acting as spurious harmonics.

The dedispersed time series were inspected for single, dis-
persed bursts by convolving the time series with a running box-
car function and inspecting the correlation coe�cient. We used
box-cars 1–4, 6, 9, 14, 20 and 30 bins long, making the search
sensitive to bursts between 0.655 ms and 19.5 ms at low DMs
and, because of down-sampling during dedispersion, to between
41.9 ms and 1.26 s at the very highest DMs. Data that were af-
fected by RFI were discarded. For the remaining good-quality
data, the PRESTO detections per individual trial-DM were next
associated or “grouped” (§3.3.3 in C13) across all DMs. This
freely available3 single-pulse post-processing script looked for

2 https://github.com/scottransom/presto
3 https://github.com/tcoenen/singlepulse-search
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Fig. 5. The modeled pulsars in our Galaxy. Pulsars that are still emitting at the current time, and are beamed toward us, are marked with dots (only
10% of these shown). Simulated pulsars that are detected in LPPS are marked with blue open circles. The Earth is marked with a ‘+’, the Galactic
center with a ‘*’. On the left a projection onto the plane of the Galaxy is plotted, including spiral arms, with the Galactic centre at y=�8.5 kpc
from the Earth. The right hand panel shows the projection of the detections onto the vertical plane through the Galactic centre and the Earth.

average over the FoV. Use of the gain average, not its minimum
at FWHM, is common in determining survey sensitivity (e.g.
Edwards et al. 2001). Finally, we derived a flux limit for each
pointing using a Tsys + Tsky of 500 K. We removed from consid-
eration any beam with a flux limit above 200 Jy, which was likely
caused by RFI and/or calibration issues. The LPPS average flux
limit is then Smin = 107 Jy (Fig. 3.15 in C13).

That limit is valid when the observed burst, after dedisper-
sion, falls within a single 0.66 ms sample. For bursts that are
wider, either intrinsically or by intra-channel or step-size dis-
persion smearing, the burst flux is spread over a width w. The
fluence F = Sw is preserved when a pulse is smeared out
(e.g. Thornton et al. 2013) but the sensitivity of our single-pulse
searches over boxcars of up to 1.26 s (§3.1) decreases by the
square root of this width w.

We thus find a rate limit R on FRBs that were detectable by
LPPS of

RFRB(S > 107
r

w

0.66 ms
Jy) < 1.5⇥102 sky�1day�1. (1)

In Fig. 6 we compare our rate to the extrapolated occurrence
based on the detection of the first FRB (Lorimer et al. 2007),
to the FRB rate reported in Thornton et al. (2013) and to lim-
its set by other surveys. These other surveys were all performed
at higher frequencies, 270–1400 MHz. The low observing fre-
quency used in LPPS means that any steep spectrum sources
would appear much brighter, and consequently that a flux limit
obtained with LOFAR would be much more constraining when
extrapolated to higher observing frequencies. The original de-
tection of the Lorimer burst had an apparently steep spectrum
(Lorimer et al. 2007), while one of the bursts reported in Thorn-
ton et al. (2013) instead showed 100-MHz-wide, bright bands.
Given our limited knowledge at this time, we simply assume a
flat spectral index.

We can convert this celestial rate to a volumetric event fre-
quency. We start from the assumptions that FRB emission is
intrinsically shorter than our sampling time of 0.655 ms, has a
luminosity at 1.3 GHz of 1 Jy Gpc2 (Thornton et al. 2013), and
follows a power-law scaling of the fluence F(⌫) / ⌫↵. We as-
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Fig. 6. The limits on transient occurrence per day N versus width-
adjusted minimum flux S w = S/

p
w

0.66 ms , on a logarithmic scale, com-
paring previous fast-transient surveys (Kulkarni et al. 2008) with LPPS.
The burst rates reported by Lorimer et al. (2007, L07) and Thornton
et al. (2013, T13) are plotted with their errors. The area between the
dashed lines represents a N(>S ) / S

�3/2 prediction from a homoge-
neous, stationary population of objects. The LPPS limit, which assumes
a flat spectral index for the purposes of comparing with surveys at other
frequencies, is seen near the center.

sume our intra-channel dispersion smearing dominates over scat-
ter smearing.

For each LPPS beam we determine at which distance the de-
creasing flux of such an FRB falls under the minimum detectable
flux for the increasingly dispersion-smeared pulse. As the dis-
tance to a simulated FRBs increases, we calculate its flux S ,
which falls per the inverse-square law based on the co-moving
distance. At each step in redshift z, we calculate the expected
DM by adding the maximum Galactic contribution in this direc-
tion (Cordes & Lazio 2002), a host contribution, and an inter-
galactic matter (IGM) component. We assume an intrinsic host

Article number, page 7 of 18
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Table 1. Observed properties of known extragalactic bursts.

FRB 010724 FRB 010621 FRB 110220 FRB 110627 FRB 110703 FRB 120127

Observed Width (ms) 4.6 8.3 5.6 < 1.4 < 4.3 < 1.1
(!20 + !2s )

1/2 (ms) 3.1 4.8 5.5 < 1.1 < 4.1 < 0.9
Predicted !s (ms)! 2.89 177 802 145 2251 28
Dispersion Measure(pc cm!3) 375±1 746±1 944.38±0.05 723.0±0.3 1103.6±0.7 553.3±0.3
Extragalactic DM (pc cm!3) 330 213 910 677 1072 521
Peak Flux Density (Jy) 30±10 0.4±0.1 1.3 0.4 0.5 0.5

Spectral Index†2 !4± 1 0±1 0±1 0±1 0±1 0±1
Observed Rate (hr!1 deg!2)‡ 0.0019+0.0045

!0.0006 0.00051+0.0013
!0.0001 0.0017+0.0013

!0.0005 0.0017+0.0013
!0.0005 0.0017+0.0013

!0.0005 0.0017+0.0013
!0.0005

!From Bhat et al. (2004).
†Spectral index of the peak flux density.
‡Uncertainties are determined following Gehrels (1986).

this calculation. For a given instrument, which is sensitive
to bursts above a given luminosity out to a co-moving radial
distance of Dmax and has a beamshape B, this is given by:

Vobs =

! 2"

#=0

! "

$=0

! Dmax

r=0

Br2 sin !drd!d" (7)

Generally the beamshape will not depend on r, so we can
rewrite the equation as:

Vobs =
1
3
D3

max

! 2"

#=0

! "

$=0

B(!,") sin !d!d" =
!
3
D3

max , (8)

where ! is the integrated surface area of the beamshape in
steradians3. Typically, in the local Universe, Dmax varies as
S!1/2
min (the minimum-detectable flux density) which, com-

bined with Equations 6 and 8, gives rise to the well-known
N ! S!3/2 relation.

In radio surveys for ‘fast’ transients, however, propaga-
tion e"ects are important. Dispersion delays the pulse with
decreasing frequency and scattering broadens the pulse, re-
ducing its peak flux. This means that Dmax may be limited
by the dispersion and scatter broadening along the line-of-
sight rather than the luminosity and distance to the source.
A significant contribution to the DM of extragalactic bursts
comes from our Galaxy4 (and any putative host galaxy). Be-
cause it reduces the peak flux of the signal, this component
of the DM e"ectively reduces the observable volume of the
Universe. The rest of the DM comes from the IGM. This
intergalactic DM (DMIGM, in pc cm!3), may be related to
the redshift of the source (Ioka 2003):

z " DMIGM

1000
. (9)

Note, the value DMIGM given by Ioka accounts for the fact
that the observed emission has been cosmologically red-
shifted. This redshift can be converted into a co-moving
radial distance using CosmoCalc (Wright 2006), with the
cosmological constants derived from the latest Planck re-
sults (H0 = 68 km s!1,!M = 0.32,!! = 0.68, Ade et al.
2013).

3 ! " a2 if we assume the beam is a square step function,
and ! " 2"a2 for a circularly symmetrical gaussian beam with
(small) angular width a. More complex beam patterns (for exam-
ple, that of LOFAR), are most easily determined by integrating
the beamshape numerically.
4 The maximum Galactic DM ranges from #20–2000 pc cm!3

depending on the line-of-sight (Cordes & Lazio 2002).

The dispersion and scattering in the ISM and the IGM
mean that, in radio surveys, the flux density of dispersed
transients will appear to drop more quickly with distance
than expected from the inverse-square law. There is an ad-
ditional e"ect which needs to be considered which arises
because the optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a given
dataset is achieved when the binning time of the data is
approximately equal to the pulse width. If this time is too
short, then not all of the pulse is observed, and if it is too
long then unnecessary noise is added to the signal, e"ectively
increasing the minimum flux we are sensitive to (and there-
fore reducing the observed volume). The combination of the
luminosity, distance, propagation e"ects and binning time
makes Dmax di#cult to determine analytically, so we use
simulations to determine the rate of FRBs, and the volume
of the Universe sampled by several next-generation observa-
tories.

3.2 Simulations

We simulated pulses (with 1 ms intrinsic width, assumed
to be standard candles with the mean specific luminosity of
the six known bursts; 50 Jy Gpc2 at 1400 MHz5) propagat-
ing through space, and interacting with the ISM and IGM,
then being observed with a range of integration/binning
times. For our calculations, we assume that the fluence of
the pulse is conserved through scattering; if this is not the
case, the sensitivity to scattered FRBs will be reduced. Bin-
ning times for beamformed observations were limited to
0.001 s < tbin < 0.1 s, and the integration times for im-
ages were chosen to be 1 s < tint < 10000 s. The lower
limit of 1 s for imaging surveys was arbitrarily chosen to
distinguish between imaging and beamformed observations.
If images are taken on shorter timescales, then the imag-
ing rates will improve because they will be more sensitive
to unscattered FRBs. The dwell times for the simulated ob-
servations were chosen to be 600 s for beamformed obser-
vations, and 10000 s for imaging observations. Care should
be taken when selecting a dwell time for FRB observations
to ensure the dwell time is significantly longer than the dis-
persive delay across the band, so the probability of detect-

5 This specific luminosity, if persisting over 20 GHz, corresponds
to a radio-band luminosity of # 1037 W and an energy release of
1034(W/1 ms) J.
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Table 3. Comparison of the parameters used for simulations of current and planned telescopes. The values of field-of-view and Ae!/Tsys

given here are calculated for the centre of the observing band listed. For LOFAR, we use noise levels derived from current transient
imaging surveys, which may improve in the future.

Telescope Ae!/Tsys !low !high FoV Reference
(m2/K) (MHz) (MHz) (deg2)

SKA-low 5000 50 350 27 Dewdney et al. (2013)
SKA1-low 1000 50 350 27 Dewdney et al. (2013)
SKA-mid 10000 1000 2000 0.5 Dewdney et al. (2013)
SKA1-mid 1630 1000 2000 0.5 Dewdney et al. (2013)
LOFAR-HBA 110 155 165 150 Stappers et al. (2011), van Haarlem et al. (2013)
LOFAR-LBA 0.5 30 80 100 Stappers et al. (2011), van Haarlem et al. (2013)
MWA 13.0 185 215 375 Tingay et al. (2013)
ASKAP 81 700 1000 30 Johnston, Feain & Gupta (2009)
MeerKAT 220 580 1750 1.0 de Blok et al. (2010)
Parkes Multi-beam 92 1230 1518 1.1 Manchester et al. (2001)
Molonglo 277 790 890 12 Green et al. (2012)
UTR-2 0.5 10 20 40 Abranin et al. (2001)
LWA 30 50 70 20 Ellingson et al. (2009)

The observatories considered, and the observing parameters
used in the simulations are summarised in Table 3. We note
that even if the occurence rate changes significantly as more
FRBs are discovered, the relative performance of the tele-
scopes shown in these plots will remain accurate, and the de-
tectable numbers will simply be scaled by a constant factor.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the simulations for the
high-scattering and no-scattering simulations respectively
at each observatory. The coloured bars show the number
of FRBs detectable in imaging surveys, assuming di!erent
spectral indices of: 0.0 (white), -1.0, -2.0, -3.0 and -4.0 (dark-
est grey). The number of FRBs detectable in beamformed
surveys are indicated by the bars with a solid black outline.
These results are also tabulated in Appendix A.

It is clear from the figures that in the low-scattering
simulations, beamformed observations are typically more ef-
ficient at finding FRBs than imaging observations, however,
in telescopes which are very sensitive (eg. SKA-mid), imag-
ing surveys are competitive. In the high-scattering simula-
tions, imaging surveys are often much more e!ective. We
note that, as the amount of scatter-broadening is not known
a priori, both imaging and beamformed observations are
needed to maximise chances of detection. One can also see
that the field-of-view of the telescope makes a big di!er-
ence. This is most obvious when comparing ASKAP and the
Parkes telescope in the no-scattering beamformed simula-
tions. Whilst both telescopes observe at similar frequencies,
ASKAP is slightly less sensitive, but should find many more
FRBs because of its much larger field-of-view (although this
relies on the assumption that the enitre field-of-view can
be tiled out with coherently-added beams in beamformed
mode). MeerKAT also observes at the same frequency, is
far more sensitive, and has a much wider bandwidth, but
because the field-of-view is only one square degree, it will
find FRBs at a slightly lower rate than Parkes, and at a
significantly lower rate than ASKAP.

4 SEARCH STRATEGIES

4.1 Matched Filtering

Matched filtering is used to maximise the SNR of a given
dataset. This is done by correlating noisy data with a noise-
less template approximating the shape of the underlying
signal being searched for. Since the shape, and width of
the pulse are not known a priori this is most simply done
by iteratively summing adjacent samples. This technique is
commonly used in single pulse searches of beamformed data
(Cordes & McLaughlin 2003), and should also be applied
when searching for transients in images. Images should be
searched on a range of timescales (i.e. varying integration
times) in order to tune observations to pulses of di!erent
widths.

For scattered bursts, the shape of the signal at a given
frequency is an exponentially-decaying pulse, e!t/!s . The
integrated signal of the pulse increases as !s(1 ! e!tint/!s),
whilst the integrated noise level increases as

"
tint. There-

fore, the SNR as a function of integration time, tint, scales
as:

SNR # !s(1! e!tint/!s)"
tint

, (10)

the peak of this function occurs when tint $ !s. This is
complicated by the frequency evolution of the pulse, but
from our simulations, we find that generally, as adding noise
only reduces sensitivity by 1/

"
tint, the optimum integration

time is approximately equal to the scatter-broadening time
at the bottom of the band. Using a range of integration times
makes the data sensitive to pulses of di!erent durations.
This part of the search process is particularly important for
low frequency surveys, where scatter broadening means that
pulse-widths can range from a few milliseconds to several
hours.

4.2 Line-of-Sight

The specific lines-of-sight used will have a significant impact
on the sensitivity of a transient survey. Scattering signif-
icantly reduces the peak flux of a pulse, so maximal sen-

c! 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Lsd ⇡ B2r6⌦4

c3
⇠ 1.7⇥ 1038 erg s�1 B2

9r
6
8.7⌦

4
0 ⌧ 1043 erg s�1

The spin-down luminosity is not enough. 	

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 776:L39 (4pp), 2013 October 20 Kashiyama, Ioka, & Mészáros

Let us consider electron bunches forming a shell with an
average thickness !remi, a transverse size remi, a Lorentz factor " ,
and an electron density ne in the observer frame, coasting along a
magnetic field with a typical curvature radius rc. The width of the
emitting shell is determined by the duration of the central engine
activity, i.e., !remi ! c!t , which would be roughly constant in
the observer frame as long as remi < !remi"

2 like GRB fireballs
(Rees & Meszaros 1992).

The frequency of the curvature radiation is #c !
" 3(3c/4$rc) " 0.72 " 3

3 r#1
c,10 GHz. Thus, in order to explain

the observed frequency of #FRB " GHz, one needs

" ! 1100 #
1/3
FRB,9r

1/3
c,10. (6)

The total luminosity of the curvature radiation from the
emitting shell can be expressed as

Ltot !
!
PcN

2
coh

"
$ Npat. (7)

Here Pc " 2" 4e2c/3r2
c " 4.6 $ 10#17 " 4

3 r#2
c,10 erg s#1 is the

power radiated by each electron, and Ncoh ! ne $ Vcoh "
1023ne,7Vcoh,16 denotes the maximum number of electrons in
a patch producing coherent emission. The volume of such
coherent patches is given by Vcoh ! (4/" 2)r2

emi $ (c/#c) "
1.7$1016 " #5

3 rc,10r
2
emi,10 cm3. We note that c/#c corresponds to

the radial width of the patch, and only the electrons within
a solid angle of !4/" 2 can be causally connected due to
relativistic beaming. The number of such coherent patches in
the emitting shell can be estimated as Npat ! Vemi/Vcoh "
5.2 $ 1012 f " 5

3 r#1
c,10!remi,7.8. Here, Vemi ! 4$f r2

emi $ !remi "
8.6$1028 f r2

emi,10!remi,7.8 cm3 is the total volume of the emitting
shell with the beaming factor f. Thus, we have

Ltot " 4.0 $ 1042 f n2
e,7"

#1
3 r#1

c,10r
4
emi,10!remi,7.8 erg s#1. (8)

To explain the observed FRB luminosities, LFRB "
1041–43 f erg s#1, one needs

ne " 1.6 $ 107 cm#3

$ L
1/2
FRB,43"

1/2
3 r

1/2
c,10r

#2
emi,10!r

#1/2
emi,7.8. (9)

Importantly, only the radio emission at frequencies above the
plasma frequency can escape the emitter without converting into
plasma waves, i.e.,

#c ! #p ! "

2$

#
4$n%

ee
2

me

$1/2

. (10)

Here n%
e = ne/" is the electron number density in the comoving

frame. To satisfy Equation (10), one needs

ne " 0.64 $ 107 " 5
3 r#2

c,10 cm#3. (11)

In addition, the induced Compton scattering can prevent
coherent emission from being observed (e.g., Melrose 1971;
Wilson & Rees 1978). One can neglect this effect if the
relevant timescale for the scattering is longer than the dynamical
timescale of the emitter (Equations (42) and (47) of Lyubarsky
2008a);

2me"T # %2

3c%Tn%
eI

% >
remi

c"
. (12)

Here, I %, # %, and "T are the flux and the frequency of the photon
bunch, and the thermal Lorentz factor of the electrons in the
comoving frame, respectively. For coherent curvature radiation,
I % can be estimated from PcN

2
coh = (4/" 2)r2

emi $ 4W %c" 2,

rcap

rc

remi
rcap

!/"2

c/GHz

"

4!f

e± ! Ncoh

!Npat

Figure 1. Schematic picture of binary white dwarf merger model for fast radio
bursts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

with the radiation density, W % ! 4$I %# %/c, and one can set
# % = #c/" , "T ! 1. Then, the condition (12) can be written as

" ! 2000 r
3/14
c,10 r

3/14
emi,10n

3/14
e,7 . (13)

From Equations (6), (9), (11), and (13), one can explain the
observed characteristics of the FRBs by coherent curvature
radiation from emitting shells with " ! 103, remi ! rc !
1010 cm, and ne " 107 cm#3. In this case, the dispersion measure
in the emitter "neremi " 0.03 ne,7r

#1
emi,10 pc cm#3 is negligible

compared to cosmological dispersion.
In our model, first, the magnetic fields in the merged WD

are amplified in a dynamical timescale "!#1 " 0.91 r
3/2
8.7 s

after the merger. With a comparable timescale, interior magnetic
fields emerge on the surface by convection. In the polar-cap
region, they are twisted by differential rotations of the surface or
magnetic instabilities, which trigger dissipation processes such
as reconnection, and inject electron bunches with a timescale
of !rcap/c " 2.3 r

3/2
8.7 !1/2

0 ms (Equation (3)). The electron
bunches are accelerated in the polar electric fields or by the
large internal energy as GRB fireballs (Rees & Meszaros 1992).
The electron–positron numbers are multiplied by photon pair
and/or magnetic pair production as in NS pulsars (Kashiyama
et al. 2011). These electrons coast along the open magnetic
fields, and emit coherent curvature radiation (see Figure 1).

First, we note that remi ! rc " 1010 cm is close to the light
cylinder of newly born WD pulsars, rlc ! 3 $ 1010 r

3/2
8.7 cm. At

these radii, the polar magnetic field lines become open, which
is a plausible site for curvature radiation. This also means that
the beaming factor of the emitting shell is relatively large, e.g.,
f ! 0.1.

At the emission radius, the acceleration rate of an
electron can be estimated as !eBemiremi! " 5.3 $
105 Bemi,5remi,10!0 erg s#1. Here, Bemi is the magnetic field
strength at the emission radius, which can be estimated as
Bemi " B $ (remi/r)#3 " 1.3 $ 105 B9r

#3
emi,10r

3
8.7 G for the

dipole case. On the other hand, the energy loss rate of the elec-
tron is !PcNcoh " 7.8 $ 106 ne,7"

#1
3 r#1

c,10r
2
emi,10 erg s#1. By

equating the above two, the possible maximum Lorentz factor
is given as " " 1.5 $ 104 ne,7B

#1
emi,5r

#1
c,10remi,10!#1

0 , which is
high enough.

3
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for magnetic fields in six sdB/O stars, which resulted in one clear
detection of magnetism in HD 76431 and marginal detections in
the remaining five stars. The broadened Balmer core reported
by Koester et al. (1998) may indicate a weak field, or it may
also suggest that this star is a possible binary (sdB+WD/sdB).
More observations of GD 1669 are necessary to determine its
status.

For three of the subdwarf B stars effective temperatures and
surface gravities have been published; however, for BPM36430,
no temperature and surface gravities were found in the avail-
able literature. We calculated a grid of LTE line-blanketed spec-
tra for temperatures ranging from 16,000 to 40,000 K (in steps
of 4000 K), surface gravities between 4.5 and 7.0 (in steps of
0.25 dex), and He abundances of log (NHe/NH ) ! "4 to 0 (in
steps of 0.5). We determined the effective temperature, sur-
face gravity, and He abundance for BPM 36430 by fitting the
Balmer lines (excluding H!) and He lines with synthetic spec-
tra. We found TeA ! 30;080 # 660 K, log g ! 5:15 # 0:16, and
log (NHe/NH)P"3. The spectrum of BPM 36430 also exhib-
its Na i and Ca ii lines. Note that Napiwotzki (1997) found that
for sdBs, LTE models begin to deviate from non-LTE mod-
els above 30,000 K; therefore, the temperature and gravity of
BPM 36430 are probably only slightly lower than our LTE
determination.

The magnetic field for the DO white dwarf MCT 0501"2858
was measured using four helium lines, He ii kk4686, 4859, 5412,
and 6560. We measured a longitudinal magnetic field of"5:6 #
10:4 kG, indicating that the white dwarf does not have a strong
magnetic field.

4. LOCAL POPULATION OF MAGNETIC
WHITE DWARFS

Holberg et al. (2002) list 46white dwarfs that residewithin 13 pc
of the Sun; however, three of these were found to be F-type stars
by Kawka et al. (2004) and need to be removed from the list.
Therefore, there are 43 known white dwarfs within 13 pc of the
Sun, of which 9 are magnetic, resulting in an incidence of 21% #
8%. Similarly, Holberg et al. (2002) list 109 white dwarfs residing
within 20 pc of the Sun; apart from the three stars already men-

tioned, the white dwarf WD 1717"345 should be excluded from
the list, since its distance places it at $150 pc. We can add nine
additional stars to the list, eight fromKawka&Vennes (2006) and
the newly discovered cool white dwarf PM J13420"3415 from
Lepine et al. (2005). Also Zuckerman et al. (2003) found that
WD 0532+414 and WD 0322"019 are double degenerate bina-
ries; therefore, we have a total of 116white dwarfs within 20 pc of
the Sun.8Of these, 15 are classified asmagnetic, resulting in an in-
cidence of 13% # 4%. The properties of all of the known mag-
netic white dwarfs to date are given in the Appendix.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution of magnetic
field strengths of white dwarfs found within 13 and 20 pc. A
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test for the white dwarfs within
13 pc shows that the incidence of magnetic white dwarfs appears
constant for each decade interval with a probability of 0.7. For
the white dwarfs within 20 pc, this probability is reduced to
0.53. The discovery of white dwarfs with kilogauss fields by
Aznar Cuadrado et al. (2004) could imply that there is a signifi-
cant population of white dwarfs with weak magnetic fields.

We have searched the literature for all 116white dwarfs within
20 pc to find out to what level of magnetic field strength sensitiv-
ity each white dwarf has been observed. We have distributed the
white dwarfs into four bins, which are based on the sensitivity

TABLE 6

Statistics of Magnetism in Local White Dwarfs

Bp

Number of

Magnetic WDs

Number of

Nonmagnetic WDs Fraction

%10 MG............... 8 14 8/107
1Y10 MG.............. 1 31 1/85

100 kGY1 MG..... 2 18 2/53

<100 kG .............. 4 29 4/33

Fig. 10.—Cumulative distributions of magnetic white dwarfs that are within 13 pc (left) and 20 pc (right) of the Sun, compared to a distribution with a constant
number per decade interval.

8 The double degenerate classification of these objects means that they are
most likely farther away than 20 pc; despite their uncertain luminosity, we in-
cluded these stars in our calculations.
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